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Agreem ents
Signed w ith
C hinese
U niversities
Cole Leads Delegation to
Strengthen Global Education
By Justin Vellucci_____________________
Editor-In-Chief
Linkage agreements were signed with
two universities in Shanghai and Nanjing
during MSU’s recent 14-day delegation to
China, led by President Susan Cole.
More students will be able to study
abroad and faculty can work on strengthen
ing curriculum through international col
laborations, due to linkage agreements that
Cole signed with Shanghai Teachers Uni
versity and Nanjing University on Oct. 15
and 16, respectively.
The agreement with Shanghai Teachers
University focused largely on student ex
change programs while the contract with
Nanjing University works towards increased
faculty projects, said Cole.
“This is an important role for us to be
playing in global education,” said Cole.
“The whole purpose of [signing the
agreements] is to internationalize our cur
riculum and the way that students pursue
and perceive their education.”
The delegation, which ran from Oct. 11
- Oct. 24, also visited East China Normal
University, in Shanghai, Wuxi University of
Light Industry, in Wuxi, and the University
of International Business and Economics
(UIBE), in Beijing.
MSU is presently working on signing an
agreement with East China Normal Univer
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sity in Shanghai similar to that of the agree
ment signed with Shanghai Teachers Uni
versity.
Though agreements already exist, the
meetings with representatives at Wuxi Uni
versity of Light Industry focused on the es
tablishment of international programs in
Food Sciences.
Discussions on distance learning and the
establishment of a joint master’s program
in International Business were held at UIBE,
where another linkage agreement already
exists.

T h e R oad to a D ecisio n
on K in caid v. G ib so n

Hazelwood v. Kuhlmeir
Sets Precedent on
Administrative Censorship
Kentucky State
Confiscates Yearbooks
KSU Students Take
Administration to Court

1999

Sixth Circuit
Court of Appeals Upholds
Original Ruling
KSU Students
Await Decision From
Full Panel of Judges

O n T h e Inside
Police Report
Campus Calendar
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p. 16

Horoscopes
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Founded in 1954 as Shanghai Normal
School and gaining university status in 1984,
it is divided into three campuses covering
over 120 acres: Xu-Hui, Fen-Xian and LuWan.
Though the university offers master’s
and doctoral programs, 6,215 of the 10,000
students attending the university are under
graduates.
The university is composed of a staff of
2,700 faculty members and administrators,
See AG REEM EN TS on R 6

First A m endm ent Rights o f College M edia
By Elizabeth A. Hutchinson

1994

The finalization of the contract with
Shanghai Teachers University is the first
step in another round of agreements set to
strengthen MSU’s global education program
in China, according to Cole.
“Our agreement [with Shanghai Teach
ers University] lends itself very much for
our students going there,” said Dr. Marina
Cunningham, Director of Global Education.
Shanghai Teachers University (STU) is
a multidisciplinary institution made up of
14 colleges and 31 departments focusing on
the liberal arts, sciences, and engineering.

Yearbook C onfiscation Case T hreatens

Where It A ll Began

1988

M ISSIO N T O CH IN A: (Clockwise from above)
President Susan Cole signs a linkage agreement
w ith N anjing University PresidentJiang ShuSheng on Oct. 16 at the Office fo r International
Affairs at N anjing University; A view o f the
buildings crowding downtown Nanjing as seen
from the nineteenth floor o f the Nanjing Sheraton;
Students on bicycles pass in fro n t o f an academic
building a t Shanghai Teachers University, where a
linkage agreement was signed on Oct. 15■

Staff Writer
The U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
will be deciding on a case that involves cen
sorship of the college media. The decision
of this case will affect the First Amendment
rights of MSU students and colleges
throughout the country.
In 1994 2,000 pre-paid copies of the In
diana State University yearbook were con
fiscated prior to distribution.
The administration felt the students did
not produce a quality publication. The KSU
administration claimed the yearbook con-

N ew s
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SGA officials depend on
legislators to fulfill students’
needs.

F eature

tained grammatical errors, missing photo
captions and the cover did not display the
traditional school colors, according to the
Student Press Law Center (SPLC).
The
students
protested
the
administration’s ruling by taking them to
court.
The Sixth Circuit Court upheld the
administration’s decision. The only states
that are directly affected by the decision are
Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio and Michigan.
In September 1999 the KSU students
appealed the 1994 decision. It was put be
fore the Sixth Circuit Court Cincinnati; a
three-judge panel agreed with the original

Page 8

Vietnam veteran recalls his
experience for Veteran’s
Day.

A rts

1994 ruling.
The fate of Kincaid vs. Gibson will soon
be decided by the a full panel of judges on
the Sixth Circuit of Appeals.
If the court accepts the case there is a
possibility to reverse the original ruling.
If the Sixth Circuit turns down the case,
students are then able to protest the ruling
to the U.S. Supreme Court, according to the
SPLC.
“The original court decision surround
ing this case changes the existing laws and
makes the First Amendment optional,” Mike

Page 12

Read about N oises Off, a
farce about a farce.

See C E N SO R SH IP on P. 4
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M eyers: Students need to
take better care o f our
cam pus.
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C A R E C E N T E R IN V E S T I
GATED - After being blamed for
the death of a patient last month,
Roosevelt Care Center will be in
spected by state officials. A 96year-old nursing home resident’s
care was delayed, supposedly re
sulting his death. This, as well as
other incidents, has prompted state
health officials to threaten to cut
off Medicaire and Medicaid.
FIR E DESTROYS HOM ES On Sunday night, 14 people in
Millburn, in Essex County, were
left homeless after a fire of un
known cause.

EA ST
ORANGE
GETS
TOUGH W ITH DELIQUENT
TAX PAYERS - About 300 prop
erty and business owners who, to
gether, owe over $4.5 million, will
have to pay their taxes before
Thanksgiving to avoid the collec
tion agency from knocking at their
doors.
IR V IN G T O N M AN FA CES
NEW CHARGES - An Irvington
man, Harrisons Hogue, who faced
murder charges for stabbing and
strangling an Irvington woman
two years ago, is being reindicted
and rearraigned for another mur
der, this time in Newark. Hogue
has been held in the Essex County
jail since April.

• 11-4 Officers responded to
the second floor of the library af
ter a female staff member reported
that a male was masturbating.
Steven Landau, Wayne resident,
was arrested and charged
lewdness. A court b
scheduled in Little Fal
pal Court.
• 11-5 Officers resi
fire alarm and discovei
extinguisher was disci
stairwell between thjvtlftfTei
and fourteenth floors/fclifton
Department respond!
male twelfth floor ri
fered heavy coughing
extinguisher dust. He was tri
at the scene by MSU ambulance
unit.
• 11-5 Female ice skater com
plained of dizziness after complet
ing a performance at the Floyd
Hall Arena. She was later found
unconscious on the locker room
floor. She was transported by am
bulance to Mountainside Hospital.
• 11-5 Female dancing in the
Life Hall dance studio became
light headed and dizzy. She was
transported to the Mountainside
Hospital.

• 11-5 A male maintenance
worker suffered a seizure while in
the carpenter shop. He was trans
ported by am bulance to
Mountainside Hospital.
• 11-6 Officers responded to a
fire alarm in Bohn Hall. Upon ar
rival, they discovered a fire extin
guisher on the ninth floor which
caused the alarm.
11-7 Officers responded to a
in Webster Hall. They
lty smoke detector on
ir. The Little Falls Fire
esponded.
male placed her pock: u h p of her baby carriage
nW W m- She went to her
nd thenpcketbook was missetum.
odexho Food Service
someone passed a counter
feit bill at the Red Hawk Express
Truck. Secret service was con
tacted.
• 11-9 Officer on patrol ob
served a female trip and fall in lot
17. Female injured her ankle and
a pressure wrap was applied at the
scene. She was transported to
M ountainside Hospital by her
friends.
• 11-9 A male reported that
some one stole his cellular phone
from his jacket pocket while he left
it unattended to use the copier.

F or T he R ecord
The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors.
If you think that we have made a mistake in a story
please call Editor-In-Chief Justin Vellucci at (973) 655-5230.

COURT APPROVES UNIVER
SITY DETERMINED USE OF
STUDENT FEES - Public univer
sities and colleges have the right
to use student fees to fund any
campus organization, even if it
supports an unpopular view, the
U.S. Supreme Court said on Tues
day.
IL L IO N O IS
SC H O O L S
CLOSE - Rev. Jesse Jackson criti
cized Decatur public high schools
for expelling seven students for
fighting, and the three high schools
were closed. Jackson said that the
punishment did not fit the crime,
and said the expulsions were racebased.

Stories In

COURT’S REFUSAL CAUSE
DEATH RO W DELAY - The
court refused appeals by two con
victed murderers, one who had
been on death row in Nebraska for
20 years, and the other who had
been on death row in Florida for
almost 25 years. After the ques
tion of whether or not it was un
constitutional to keep prisoners on
death row for such long periods of
time, the states won, and resen
tenced the inmates to death.

DRUG RESEARCH APPEARS
MISLEADING - The Journal of
the American Medical Association
said that drug research exaggerates
drugs’ benefits. The same studies
could be published more than
once, positive results are published
more often than negative reports,
and some reports are not accurate.
Because of these oversights, doc
tors could prescribe inferior drugs
or overly expensive drugs to pa
tients.

ED U C A TIO N SPE N D IN G
B IL L D E C IS IO N D E A D 
LO CKED - Congress and the
White House argued about over
due spending. The $1.4 billion
program to hire 100,000 new
teachers and reduce class sizes
could not be translated to language
on which both sides agreed.

Compiledfrom The New York Times
by Christine Zielinski

I nternational N ews
IRA PREPARES STATEMENT
F O R U L S T E R U N IO N IST
PARTY - The Irish Republican
Army submitted a statement that
did not satisfy the Protestant po
litical group, the Ulster Unionist
Party. Northern Ireland’s peace
process has been stopped for
months by a conflict between Ro
man Catholic minority and Prot
estant majority over guerilla dis
armament.

U.S. R E JE C T S U.N . E N 
DORSEMENT TO END EM 
BARGO - The U.N. General As
sembly supported a resolution for
an end to the U.S. economic em
bargo against China. The resolu
tion was supported because U.S.
allies feel they are being punished,
but the U.S. State Department said
the embargo had nothing to do
with the General Assembly.

V O LC A N O T H R E A T SU S
PEN D S Q U IT O S C H O O L Ecuador’s capital city, Quito, was
threatened with ash and gas from
a nearby volcano. In the begin
ning of October, it began to spew
ash, gas, sulfur, and large amounts
of smoke. Experts say the erup
tion process could last months to
years. Small communities have
been evacuated.

LANDSLIDES FRIGHTEN PE
RUVIANS - Fresh landslides in
Peru frighten victim s after
Tuesday’s hurricane. The rocks
buried 234 people, destroyed mudbrick homes on Sunday, and con
tinued to threaten the rescue teams.

BOSNIAN CROATS STAND
TRIAL - Six Bosnian Croats are
standing trial for the 1993 massa
cre of over 100 Muslims. Possi
bly calculated, the massacre en
tailed use of HVO forces, attack
ing the Muslims from three sides.
Many Muslims fled their homes.

B A N G LA D ESH
S T R IK E
ENDS - A strike calling Prime
Minister Sheikah Hasina to quit
ended on Tuesday, but a tougher
activist action may follow.

tinues Battle

THÌ&10NTCLARI0N

Compiledfrom The Star Ledger by
Christine Zielinski.

N ational N ews

MSU P olice R eport
• 11-4 Officers responded to a
fire alarm at Chapin Hall. Upon
arrival, a second floor smoke de
tector near the elevator was acti
vated. Windows were found open.
System was reset.

A R M ED NEW A RK T E E N 
A G E R IN ELEM ENTA RY
SCHOOL - An elementary school
teacher discovered an armed teen
ager, between 14-18 years old, hid
ing in the coat closet of her George
Washington Elementary School
classroom. He pointed a silver re
volver at her before walking out
o f the school. Police are still
searching for the suspect.

, ISstill

2 0 0 0 Presidential Elections

Brazilian Gui
A

Compiledfrom The New York Times
by Christine Zielinski.

vis

Read about the campaign platforms of
.ndidates.
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Organizations Join Fight
Against Proposed Pipeline
people still don’t know about it,” Blauvelt
said.
Staff Writer
“We definitely want to help out in any
way we can,” said Ayoe Pihl, ISO treasurer
A petition signing campaign has been and junior in International Business and
planned by the SGA for Nov. 16, in front of Marketing.
the Student Center cafeteria against the pro
LASO has had about 60 members sign
posed gas pipeline.
the circulating petitions, Cristina Molina,
The SGA and Conservation Club have sophomore, biology major and LASO mem
included more organizations to join in their ber, said. LASO will continue to circulate
protest against the proposed natural gas petitions in the residence halls and in the
pipeline that would run through campus, classrooms, Molina said.
said SGA President Pro Tempore and Con
The pipeline is part of an 18-mile loop
servation Club member,
called the Roseland loop. It would run
Rob Blauvelt.
through many surrounding com
The petition signing
munities.
campaign will occur out
Both ISO and LASO have
“Another rally
side the entrance to the
expressed concern for the safety
Student Center cafeteria
of the campus community.
would be good.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
“It’s very important to us,”
A lot of people
next Tuesday. As an in
Carlos Merino, Publicity Chair
centive to sign the pro
man of LASO and sophomore
don’t really
test petition, there will be
in broadcasting said. “I wish I
know...the
free coffee, SGA legisla
knew more about it because I
dangers.
tor Dan Mohr said.
know it’s dangerous.”
Latin American Stu
“We live here. There’s dan
-Francisco Salgdo,
ger
if it explodes,” Pihl said.
dent
O rganization
LASO member
(LASO) and the Interna
Francisco Salgado, a junior
tional Student Organiza
studying biology and LASO
tion (ISO) have joined
m em ber said another rally
----------------«
with the SGA and Con
would be beneficial for educat
servation Club to help
ing purposes.
circulate petitions and
“Another rally would be
create awareness about
good. A lot of people don’t re
the pipeline.
ally know what are the dangers,” Salgado
“We really need people to come together. said.
The Conservation Club has obtained
We’re still in the education process,”
Blauvelt said. Because students have been about 400 signatures on the petitions they
busy with school and mid-terms, “a lot of have been circulating. Conservation Club
By Joy Thompson____________________

ELIZABETH A HUTCHINSON/ MONTCIARION

O N TH E D O TT ED LINE: Chris Massotto, President o f the Conservation Club,
gathers signatures on petitions against the pipeline in fro n t o f the Student Center.
President Chris Massotto said the organiza
tion has handed out petitions to Water Watch
and Geo Club organizations as well.
PSE&G remains neutral to the proposed
pipeline. They reiterated this after Trans-

continental Pipeline Corp. (Transco) had
issued a statement stating PSE&G and
Transco had entered into an agreement for
See PE T IT IO N on R 5

TIME DIFFERENCES

J o in U s For A T raditional
T h a n k sg iv in g C eleb ration
F eatu rin g:
Potato Soup
Mashed Potatoes
Roast TUrkey Breast
Yams (regular & candied)
Baked Virginia Ham w /
Glazed Baby Carrots
Rum Raisin Sauce
String Bean Casserole
Orange Cranberry Stuffing
Assorted Holiday Pies
Giblet Gravy

Event Date: November 18, 1999
Event Time: 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Event Location: Student Center
Dining Room
$ 7.95 Includes Dessert

Hope to See You There!

ELIZABETH A HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

WHAT TIME IS IT?: Dr. Paul Scipione, Professor o f M arketing and
Business, donates a clock that shows world tim e to Sprague Library. He and
Dr. Judith H unt, Dean o f Library Services, commerate the clock.
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SGA Depends on Legislators
By Nick Clunn
Sta ff Writer

The Student Government Association
executive board does not know what stu
dents need and want legislators to find out,
SGA President John G riffin said at
yesterday’s meeting.
Like many other meetings this year, bills
for appropriations, charters and appoint
ments filled the agenda.
Griffin pointed out this trend to legisla
tors and suggested that they should propose
bills that indicate the SGA’s position on im
portant student issues.
“I didn’t join [the SGA] four years ago
to do charters,” Griffin said.
Griffin told the 14 legislators that the cur-

rent “cluelessness” results from the execu
tive board accomplishing all their large ob
jectives. Right now they are taking care of
smaller projects and day-to-day business.
Some legislators said they haven’t writ
ten more proactive bills since students
haven’t communicated with them.
“There shouldn’t be 35 of us coming up
with ideas for the whole university,” fresh
man, Bill Lanahan said.
“We can only do what the students can
ask us to do,” Dorian Castro, sophomore,
said.
Another legislator thought that creating
such bills wasn’t her job.
“I thought that we were here to pass
people’s charters and not really give our own
ideas,” freshman Jennifer McGirr said.

TRU ST Program Supports
Urban Elementary Education
By less Sterling
Sports Editor

The Teacher Recruitment for Urban
Schools of Tomorrow (TRUST) program, a
Post-Baccalaureate Teacher Certification
Program from MSU, ensures that computer,
math, and science teachers will lead the ur
ban secondary schools of the future.
It is designed for students with an un
dergraduate degree in physics, biology,
chemistry, geology, or math, and who are
interested in pursuing teaching careers in
math or science. These students would then
teach in urban districts, like Paterson or
Newark.
“The program officially begins in June
2000, and allows for MSU graduates who
may be eligible to apply for the program,”
said program coordinator Dr. Jennifer
Robinson.

“We are recruiting people who already
have a math or science undergraduate ma
jor, and they must have a minimum 2.5 GPA.
We will provide them with intensive prepa
ration in subject area methodologies, cul
turally responsive pedagogy and teaching
for social justice,” Robinson said.
The program provides funds for tuition,
books and travel. Additional benefits in
clude unique field-based experiences in so
cial service agencies and urban organiza
tions, and employment in a Newark or Pater
son school upon successful completion of
the program. Students will commit to teach
ing three years in a high-need school dis
trict, or pay back the money, Robinson said.
“The aim of the program is to keep
people in positions for the rest of their ca
reer,” Robinson said.
The first interviews will be held in De
cember, which may lead to early admission
in spring of 2000.

H Y P n O S IS
A
Journey into THE M IN D

Hypnotist Ext morelinai re
,<i£\ Keith Kcirkut jffj
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Monday, November 15, 1999
9:00 pm in the Student Center in the Ratt

In This
SUPER-COMPUTING,
T E L E C O M M U T IN G ,

W ORK AS A PART-TIME
PACKAGE HANDLER &
WE'LL PUT TH E POWER
IN YOUR HANDS!
$ 8 .5 0 - $ 9 .5 0 /H o u r

PLUS BENEFITS
UPS EARN & LEARN
PROGRAM*

Electronic-Paging,

Up to $23,000**

W

eo -* G a m i n g ,

ULTRA-TECMMiCAL world,
EVERYTHING WE DO
STILL DEPENDS ON
ONE TRADITIONAL
SOURCE OF POWER:

in College Education Assistance.
Tuition. Books. Software.
Approved Fees. Paid Back
Student Loans.

The UPS

Earn &
Learn
P ro g ra m

A L S O H IR IN G S E A S O N A L D R IV E R H E L P E R S
All applicants must be 18 years or older
& able to lift up to 70 lbs.
Contact your school's Career Center or Call
Toll-Free, 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week
to reach the facility nearest you:

1-888-WORK-UPS
Parsippany*, Secaucus*, Bound Brook,
Saddlebrook, Edison, Tlnton Falls,
Mt. Olive, Lakewood, Trenton
or Staten Island

w w w .u p iJ o b t.c o m
Equal Opportunity Employer
‘ For Select Locations only - U P S Earn 4 Learn
program guidelines apply

C e n s o rs h ip
O

CONTINUED FROM P. 1
Hiestand, attorney for the SPLC said.
“This case has the potential of leaking
out of the Sixth Circuit into colleges and
universities throughout the country,”
Hiestand said.
The Supreme Court decision will ef
fect MSU’s yearbook. La Campana, 4Walls and The Montclarion as well as any
other student media publications.
“I understand the decision of the KSU
administration, they wanted a high quality
publication, but students work hard and the
administration should not inhibit students
from expressing themselves,” Bill Guardino
of La Campana, said.
Kincaid vs. Gibson is the first case to
uphold the 1988 U.S. Supreme Court deci
sion made by a similar case, Hazelwood
School District vs. Kuhlmeir,involving cen
sorship of a high school newspaper.

Do it for someone
you love

H

c c u p a t io n a l
e l p in g

O

thers

T
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A c h ie v e I n d e p e n d e n c e

Seton Hall University’s Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
is one of the most comprehensive, professional OT programs in the nation.
You’ll learn to critically analyze and convey information to patients, colleagues and other health
professionals. Courses not only provide the technical skills necessary to practice OT, but also prepare
you for the rapid changes in the profession. This three-year, full-time program is the latest in our
growing curriculum in health sciences education.
For more information or an application call: (973) 761-7145 (OT program office)
or (973) 275-2800 • E-mail: gradmeded@ shu.edu • On the web: www.shu.edu/academic/meded/

Tony LaFlussa
Manager of the
St. Louis
Cardinals

Tonight,
§
make it
vegetarian a

SETON HALL

UNIVERSITY.

in
&

For m ore in fo rm a tio n , co n ta ct P hysicians g
C o m m ittee fo r R esponsible M edicine
(2 0 2 ) 6 8 6 -2 21 0 , ext. 300 www.pcrm.org |

400 South O range Avenue, S outh O range, New Jersey 07079 • http://www.sUu.cchi
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"

C O N T IN U E D FROM P. 3

use of one of PSE&G’s right-of-ways.
PSE&G said there is no such agreement.
‘The proposed pipeline is not needed to
meet the needs of PSE&G or our custom
ers,” according to an Oct. 22 press release.
The Federal Energy Regulatory Com

mission (FERC), a five member panel ap
pointed by the President, is expected to reach
a decision about the approval of the Transco
pipeline by the end of fall.
The criterias for approval are environ
mental impact, market need, fair rates for
the consumer of the services, and whether
there is enough supply for potential custom
ers, said Tamara Allen-Young, FERC rep
resentative.
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Bus Schedule Causes Problems
The bus schedule is still not released to students, and the
late-night hours find students waiting out in the cold.
By Karen Clarke
Staff Writer

@ Bell Atlantic Mobile
Yeah, I need a wireless phone.
I just don't need bills.
T H E PA CKA GE

MoblleMinutes® Prepaid
Wireless Service package
just

$9 9 "

Includes Audiovox 485XL
and $ 2 5 Prepaid
MobileMinutes“Card

PLUS BONUS MINUTES

weekend airtime
minutes F R E E
w h e n y o u b u y a n d a c tiv a te b y 1 /1 5 / 0 0

M ob ileM in u tes» g iv e s y o u all
th e b e n e fits an d c o n v e n ie n c e
of re g u la r w ir e le s s s e r v ic e .
B u t w h a t it d o e sn 't g iv e y o u
Is e v e n b ette r:

•No m onthly bills
•No long-term contract
•No credit check
•No deposit

Bell Atlantic Mobile. It’s for you"
ELL

SHOP SEVEN DAYS A W EEK AT ANY OF OUR 43 CO NVENIENT LOCATIONSi
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CD
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BRIDGEWATER
Bridgewater Commons MaH
2nd Floor - Macy's Wing
(908) 2034000
EAST BRUNSWICK
Mid State Mal/Rt 18
(732)4184900
EATONTOWN
Monmouth Mall
Boardwalk Cale Entrance
(732)5784700

FAIRFIELD
461 Rt 46 West
(973) 244-4900
FLEMINGTON
300 Rts 202/31
(908) 237-6000
FREEHOLD
Freehold Raceway Mall
1st Floor-Ruby Tuesday's Wing
(732)7864000
JERSEY CITY
Newport Centre Mall
(201)2394000

LIVINGSTON
Livingston Mall
Lower Level near Food Court
(973)4224100
RARAMUS
469 Rt. 17 South
(201)2254000
Not Open on Sunday
R0CXAWAY
Rockaway Townsquare MaH
1st Floor -JCPenney's Wing
(973) 989-1927

SECAUCUS
Mail at MiN Creek
(201)553^600

UNION
2490 Rt 22
1908) 6244100

SHORT HILLS
Mall at Short His
1st Floor - Macy s Wing
(973)3134900

WEST LONG BRANCH
310 Consumer Center/Rt 36
(732)5784600

SUCCASUNNA
Roxbury Mall/Route 10
Next to Home Depot
(973)2524800

W0006RIDGE
Woodbndge Center Mail
Parking Lot opposite Sears
(732)326-7500

MANHATTAN
342 Madeon Avenue
(212)8588100
Comer o143rd Street
(not open Sunday)

The late-night campus shuttle bus sched
ule continues to pose problems as winter
sneaks in.
During the hours of midnight to 7 a.m.,
there is one campus shuttle bus available for
the campus community to get from one lo
cation to another.
The route from College Hall to Clove
Road averages about two miles and takes
about 25 minutes, said Rollin Gean, a week
day overnight driver.
Gean said that bad weather and the clos
ing of the bridge affects the scheduled time
of the buses.
He
also
takes a 30minute personal break
“No one knows
and a 15
when the buses
minute gas
break which
are coming and
further a l
that’s what makes
ters
the
standard 25
it tough on the
minute
students.
lapse njte.
K i k i
W illia m s ,
-Lt. Michael Postaski,
Director of
University Police
the Physical
Plant, said
that
bus
s c h e d u le s
were avail
able in late
September,
but were never released.
“ Karen Pennington didn’t like it,” so a
new one had to be made. Williams said she
does not know when the revised schedule
will be released.

TH E A D V A N T A G E

F o r fre e d e liv e ry c a ll 1 8 8 8
670 B
Shop online @ www. bam. com
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OR VISIT ONE OF OUR
OTHER LOCATIONS

139 Fifth Avenue
(212)7887420
Between 20th & 21st Street
World Trade Center
at FWTH Concourse
Sat 10am •6pm
Sun 12pm •5pm
(212)524-0291

Otter available in NY/NJ Metro Area. $15 activation tee applies. Subject to terms of prepaid wireless service agreement and price plan. Sales are final. Usage rounded to next lull minute. Unused
minutes are lost. Other restrictions apply. Bonus airtime minutes must be used on weekends (Friday 9pm to Monday 6am). Card must be activated by 01/15/00. ©1999 Bell Atlantic Mobile

“We’re considering hiring two more
overnight drivers or purchasing another van
that students might drive...we’re still not
sure,” Williams said about possible im
provements to the existing system.
Other major concerns that many students
and faculty have are safety issues and park
ing availability in Lot 28.
There are approximately 2100 on cam
pus residents, Melinda O’Brien, Director of
Residence Life, said. There are only 1006
parking spots available in lot 28.
Lt. Micheál Postaski of the University
Police said that overcrowding can become
an important issue.
Many improvements to ensure safety
have been implemented in all lots and
around campus such as an increase in emer
gency telephones, lighting, and a larger
amount of patrolling officers. The problem
at hand is the lack of punctuality for the
overnight drivers, Postaski said.
“No one knows when the buses are com
ing and that’s what makes it tough on the
students,” Postaski said. “A parking garage
has got to be built, there’s no where else to
build but up.”
“Patricia Hewitt [Director of Business
and Finance) is presently searching for a
parking director to take over this responsi
bility a.s.a.p.”
When those numbers are totalled, it ap
pears that the bus is 45 minutes behind.
“W aiting in Lot 28 is ridiculous,”
Abrrienne Felder, MSU student said. “Three
busses passed me at 3:30 in the morning
with an out o f service sign in the
window...and the security guard is always
sleeping.”
Felder said she does not feel particularly
safe with the security guard present.
“Maybe if he was awake, but I’m better
off trying to protect myself...! don’t think
he would be able to protect me if something
bad happened.”
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Above: The exterior o f a recently-opened student resilience hall a t
Shanghai Teachers University. A delegation from M SU toured the
campus o f S T U on Oct. 15, before signing a linkage agreement
that w ill enable American students to study abroad in China.
Right: The interior o fa model room in one o f the residence halls.
Undergraduates claimed that sharing a room with only fo u r
students is considered a luxury over the six- and eight- student
accomodations.

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS: JUSTIN VELLUCCI/ MONTCLARION

Agreem ents
CONTINUED FROM P. 1

D elegation signals new start fo r G lobal Ed. in China
whose m ain focus, as stated on the acres and consist of 10 schools and 36 de
university’s web page, is to “conduct re partments focusing on Humanities, Law,
search for the reform of middle-school and International Business, Sciences, Foreign
Studies and Medicine.
primary-school education.”
It currently has 55 undergraduate pro
It has working relationships with four
grams,
106 master’s degree programs, 55
middle schools and one primary school in
Ph.D. programs, and 43 post
the Shanghai area, similar to
doctoral programs.
relationships that MSU has
Nine thousand o f the
with high schools in
“We need to take university’s total enrollment
Montclair.
of almost 19,000 students are
Ninety percent of all of the
bigger steps to
undergraduates and 3,200 are
teachers currently teaching in
postgraduates.
Shanghai graduated from strengthen
Since it began organizing
STU, according to Vice Presi relationships in a
global education efforts in the
dent Tao Benyi.
1980s, NU has received over
The signing was far from handful o f focus
2,000 international students
the first for STU. The univer areas.
from 50 countries and regions.
sity currently has linkage
The university traces its
agreements with over 30 in
-President Susan Cole history back to 1902, when the
stitutions in 14 different na
Sanjiang Normal School was
tions across Asia, Europe, and
founded.
North America, including a
After several mergers with
student summer exchange ------------------local institutions, Nanjing
program established with
Ramapo University in Mahwah, New Jer University was formed in 1952.
It boasts a faculty of over 2,150, 21 of
sey.
The agreement with Nanjing University whom are members of the Chinese Acad
focuses largely on faculty collaboration, emy of Sciences and of the Chinese Acad
though plans are being made to build stu emy of Engineering.
At 3.6 million volumes, NU possesses
dent programs as well, said Cole.
Nanjing University (NU) is composed the third-largest library among Chinese uni
of two campuses in the Gulou and Pukou versities, publishing more than 10 national
districts of Nanjing that cover almost 600 and provincial academic journals.

In addition to its recently-signed agree
ment with MSU, NU has agreements
with over 100 universities world
wide, and has hosted 60 interna
tional academic conferences
since 1982.
In 1986, NU and
John Hopkins Univer
sity co-founded The
Center for Chinese and
Am erican Studies, a
center for international
cultural exchanges.
MSU has agreements with
several institutions across Europe, but

the signing of agreements with Shanghai
Teachers University and Nanjing University
is the beginning of a focus on global educa
tion in China, according to
Cole.
“If I’m going to
direct the use of re
sources, I need to un
derstand areas that are
of interest to us,” said
Cole.
“We need to take big
ger steps to strengthen rela
tionships in a handful of fo
cus areas.”

ASAN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE
OURDREAMCOME TRUE
My husband and I have been laid thal ou only hope for haring
a <tikl is through egg donation. This is why we are reaching col
to you-Caucasian women between the ages of 21 and 32, who
are wiling to help us resfixe our dream of becoming a famiy by
donabng eggs. We are working with Reproducer Medicine
Associates of Mew Jersey where you wit be carehitiy screened
to ensure your optimum health. Your participation wit be confidenbal.
After you have completed an egg donabcn cycle, you wfl be
compensated $$,500. To participate, you must have medcal
insurance and a means of transportation.
For more information, a nuse can answer your questions at
( 973) 971-6664. Pleas« reference ID 1 5131 and this newspaper.
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SUN SHINE DAY

JENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

NICE DAY: Gina Donahue, sophomore, English major, enjoys a comic book outside Calcia H all on an unusually sunny November afternoon.

Artists Share Experience and Inspiration in Lecture Series
By Nichole Farella
Special to The M ontclarion

The MSU Fine Arts Department pre
sents a cultural collection at The Art Forum
Lecture Series featuring artists in various
fields beginning on Nov. 4 in Calcia Audi
torium.
Sculptors Paul Shore and Susan Spen
cer Crowe were guests at the latest lecture.
Shore, from New York, has recently
been exhibited at the M 13 Gallery in Soho.
He discussed the evolution of his work along
with his unique technique of mixing sculp
ture with items he finds on the street.
Shore recently used blood instead of
paint as well as bed linens as a canvas in
one of his works.
Spencer Crowe, whose work has previ
ously been exhibited at Dartmouth and
Franklin and Marshall Colleges, discussed
her surrealist sculpture and the various ele
ments that influenced her artwork.
She has sculpted pieces dealing with the
death of friends and of many aspects of be
ing female, including the concepts of “per
fection” and the importance placed on the

female body.
One piece, “Wallflower,” represents the
image of the female as pretty to look at but
harmful to touch. The piece consists of a
series of wire and metal flowerlike struc
tures that contain small wire barbs.
This work among many others of Spen
cer Crowe and Paul Shore’s can be seen
until Dec. 1 at the University Art Gallery in
an exhibition, “Thoughts in Sculpture.”
The lecture series will continue today
with Nancy Dwyer, a painter and sculptor,
who will exhibit her work and discuss the
state of current art.
Following Dwyer will be painter Rich
mond Burton, whose work has been dis
played in New York Galleries as well as the
Metropolitan Museum and the Museum of
Modern Art.
December’s lectures will include pho
tographer and MSU Fine Arts faculty mem
ber Linda Levinson on Dec. 2 and contem
porary artist Glenn Ligon on Dec. 9.
The lectures are open to all and show
case photographers, graphic artists and de
signers. The lectures generally last from 3
p.m. until 5 p.m. and there is no cost to at
tend.

INCLUDES: «SHAMPOO
•STRESS REUEF SCALP MASSAGE
•HAIR AND SCALP CONDITIONER
•PROOUCT FINISH
A S K A B O U T O U R 1 0 /1 0 C L U B D IS C O U N T I

NOAPPT.
NECESSARY!

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
Mon. To Fri. 9 To 8, Sat. S To 8, Sun. 9 To J

973-338-3131
(IN FRONT OF BRQOKDALE SHOPRITE)

1405 Broad Street • Bloomfield. N J . 07003

J E N N W IN S K I/

M O N T C L A R IO N

ARTICULATING. A rtist Paul Shore speaks about his experiences that led to his works
in a forum entitled “Thoughts in Sculpture. ”
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One Veteran Remembers Unforgettable Time in His Life
By Dr. Paul Scipione
Special to The Montclarion

Everyfew years I send this letter so that
another generation of students won’t forget the
high price others have paidfor ourfreedom
and prosperity. The events l describe happened
exactly 30 years ago.

I

remember Vietnam. How could I ever
forget. A small country half a world
away. A war that dragged on nearly nine
years.
It seemed right to most of us when the
first American battalion landed at DaNang.
The statistics that President Johnson and
General Westmoreland gave us each month
seemed to prove we were winning. How
could guerillas in black pajamas and san
dals made from old tires beat more than
500,000 American and allied troops with
M16s,C4 and F-4s?
But then came Tet 68 and hand-to-hand
fighting at Hue and nearly every other place
in Nam. We fought hard, destroyed the VC
and beat the NVA back, but that wasn’t the
way it looked back home on TV. The statis
tics seemed to be going the other way —
100 Americans killed in action; then 300;
then 3,000; then 30,000. President Johnson
announced that he would forego another
term as president to try to extricate us from
Vietnam. But then came the assassinations
of Martin Luther King and Bobby Kennedy
and riots in the streets of Chicago during
the Democrat Convention.
So many things happened so fast during
1968. Linda and I graduated from college
and got married six days later. We paid for
our own wedding and were broke, but who
cared. We had each other arid teaching con
tracts for the Fall. But the Pentagon had
other ideas. I decided to take some action
before the draft board got me. I drove to
Rochester and took the test for Navy OCS
and did well. By late summer I was at the
top of the waiting list for OCS at Newport,
but the draft board in Lockport, NY needed
warm bodies and wasn’t about to wait. I
found myself in Army Basic at Fort Dix,

stabbing at old tires with a bayonet as we
screamed “Kill, kill, kill!”
Then the Army sent me to Fort Gordon,
GA for Infantry AIT, followed by Fort
Benning where they paid you an extra $35
a month if you’d jump out of a C-119 five
times.
A couple drill sergeants thought I was
officer material and only weeks later I found
myself in the 92nd Company of Infantry
OCS
at Benning, learning how to
lead 18-year —
olds into
battle against
NVA regulars.
Feeling very
uncomfortable
about having
that responsibil
ity, I quit OCS
and got a desk
job running the
Peer Evaluation
Ratings program
at Benning. I
rented a trailer
and Linda and I
were together
again in Georgia.
But by then it
was 1969 and
nearly 40,000
A m ericans had
died in Nam. The
Pentagon was desperate to send more warm
bodies across the big pond, especially guys
like me, an infantry sergeant with an MOS
of 11-Charlie — mortars. So just one month
after leaving OCS for the coveted desk job,
the Army stunned me with orders for Nam.
I had only three weeks to move Linda back
to upstate New York to find a new apart
ment and job. We listened to Peter, Paul and
Mary sing “Leavin’ On A Jet Plane” and
wouldn’t let go of each other, twenty-four
hours a day. It was not a happy time for
young couples in America.
Several hundred other Nam-bound GIs
and myself were sequestered in old wooden
barracks at Fort Dix and forced to wear
jungle fatigues. We sat on the steps and lis

Think O f M e
By jCoyde T. Arender
you know you cannot Bring me Back
you know that I am gone
I waCk tBe streets of heaven
It's m y etemaChome
But think of me now a n d then
Just as you do toddy
BememBer that I d ie d fo r you
So Am erica could stay
A (andwhere men are ecfuaC
A (and where men are free
A LandI Cived a n d d ied fo r
"When you think o f freedom
Think of Me

tened to news about Woodstock and felt like
condemned men. It was in the middle of a
hot night when the cattle cars came to haul
us over to McGuire Air Force Base to a char
tered DC-8 for the 22 hour flight to Nam.
Our first stop was Anchorage, Alaska. I
worried about the great expense of calling
Linda collect. “Don’t worry how much it
costs!” I told myself as I dialed, knowing
that this might be my last call home for a
long time. Maybe forever. When we got to
our next stop at Yokota Airbase in Japan,
we were kept under armed guard by fellow
American troops. The Penta-

Ward 884 of the 249th Army Hospital at
Camp Drake, Asaka, Japan. The 600 beds
never seemed empty, a direct barometer of
how the war was going in the Nam. All day
and night, we’d hear the wail of the siren on
the water tower as another medi-vac chop
per arrived from Yokota. The wards got so
jammed that the less severe cases were
shunted to the corridors and we had to share
wheelchairs and gurneys.
The surgeons were finally able to put me
back together again, artificial parts and all,
and I began the journey home with other
discharged hospital patients on a charter
flight from Yokota. When we landed at
Travis Air Force Base in Cali
fornia it was under the cover
of darkness, just like when 1
had been flown to Viet
nam. Someone in the
Pentagon didn’t want
America to see how
many of us were go
ing, or what shape
we were in when we
came back. I wanted
to kiss American
soil, but it was too
painful to bend
down. We were
bussed over to
the Oakland
Army Depot.
gon seemed paranoid we
There were
might try to escape.
no bands
I remember . . . landing at Bien Hoa.
and no pa
The heat and smell were overpowering. A rades, just a free steak
dinner. The
computer somewhere assigned me to the Army clerks took our record files and told
101st Airborne Division. They sewed us to catch a few hours of sleep on one side
Screaming Eagles onto my fatigues. I was of a big plywood partition. On the other side
only days from the bush and whatever that were insomniac “cherries” who were wait
would bring. I prayed for a miracle and for ing for their flight to Nam — I saw that scene
once in my life it really happened. A senior at the beginning of Oliver Stone’s Platoon
NCO took me aside and offered me an en and it sent chills through me.
viable administrative job in base camp. You
The next morning the Army gave us our
better believe I grabbed it!
honorable discharge papers and made us lis
I remember. .. running the division per ten to a lecture about joining the reserves or
sonnel transportation office at Bien Hoa for national guard before finally letting us es
several comfortable months. It was sunny cape. We grabbed a cab for the airport, wor
and warm and Saigon was just 20 miles ried about reports that our fellow citizens
away. The only bad part was getting rock might spit at us in uniform or scream that
eted or mortared by the NVA every other we were baby killers. Eight hours later I
night. But then the Army
stepped off the plane in Bufmoved us 400 miles north to ——
falo, a civilian. Linda and I
godforsaken Phu Bai, just six
had to be pried apart to let the
“All that we
miles south of Hue and less
other passengers out. Home.
than 30 minutes by chopper
Normalcy. But nightmares
thought about
from Hamburger, Khe Sanh
too. Nearly 15,000 more GIs
was survival and would die in Nam, way too
and the DMZ. No more sun
or warmth. The monsoons
high a price for Nixon and
getting back to
dumped more than 50 inches
Kissinger to “save face.”
‘The World,’
of rain on us in just a single
I rem ember . . . April
neither of
week; mildew formed on our
1975. Watching Vietnamese
food and us in minutes. We
hang
from the last plane out
which seemed
shivered day and night, both
o f DaNang as the NVA
likely.
^ ^
of which were dark. There
quickly overran South Viet
were enemy probes of our pe- __________
nam. Hue fell and I felt sick
rim eter at night and then
know ing that my form er
came Tet. We thought about survival and camps at Phu Bai and Camp Eagle were in
getting back to “The World,” neither of enemy hands. We Nam vets felt like losers
which seemed likely.
and our fellow citizens did nothing to either
I remember. .. being in the wrong place honor or comfort us.
What I remember most, though, are the
at the wrong time. When I woke up I was in
the 85th Evac Hospital at Phu Bai, with doz more than 2,000 Americans still missing in
ens of other scared GI patients. It didn’t hurt Southeast Asia and the seven names on the
much — until the morphine wore off. There wall in Washington who were friends of
wasn’t anything we wouldn’t do to get mor mine. Fred Cadille, KIA on 12-05-65 (Panel
phine.
3E, Line 125); Norm Mayer, KIA on 3-11After a few days the docs said they’d 67 (16E, 62); Tom Jackson, KIA on 5-21hae to medi-vac me to a bigger Army hos 69 (24W, 67); Jim McConnyhead, KIA on
pital in Japan, to try to save my right kidney 6-13-69 (22W, 42); Peter Pulaski, KIA on
and bladder. The next morning I hung in a 1-4-70 (15W, 126); Floyd Moye, KIA on 3stretcher inside a C -141 jet transport, one 10-70 ( 13W, 105); and Danny Cowan, KIA
of 50 GI patients on the medi-vac flight to on 10-22-71 (2W, 47).
Yokota. I remember the fear on that plane.
I remember. How could I ever forget?
Dying at 30,000 feet in a cold, sterile co Not just on Veteran’s Day, but everyday.
coon, where screams were drowned out by
the big jet engines. Dying alone, without
family or friends, at some unknown cross- Dr. Paul Scipione is a professor in the
Marketing Department of the School of
hatch on the aeronautical charts.
I remember . . . spending two months in Business at Montclair State University.
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• ISO, 12 p.m. SC 416
• Le Cercle Français, 3 p.m. Di 115
• Class One Concerts, 4 p.m. SC 117
• 4 Walls, 4 p.m. SC 121

Conservation Club, 4:15 p.m. SC 104
Muslim Student Association, 5 p.m. SC 112
Chi Alpha, 7:30 p.m. SC 411
OSAU gospel choir, 7:30 p.m. SC cafe C

Thursday _A

Puerto Rican Heritage Day
WMSC, 3 p.m. SC 110
Movie Night, Runaway Bride, 8 p.m. Calcia Hall
After Mid-term Jam (Groove Phi Groove, HSA & LASO), 8 p.m.-2 a.m. Student Center

if

“i

Friday

• Greek Council Retreat
• Walking Tour: Ellis Island, 11:15 a.m. SC (call x7818 for further information)

T*

'

1

f*
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Saturday
• Greek Council Retreat
• Harvest Ball (OSAU, HSA & LASO), 3:30-10 p.m. SC Ballrooms (admission is one can of food)

Sunday
• Latin American Heritage Day, 5-10 p.m. SC Ballrooms
• Yoga, 1-2 p.m. SC 417

M onday
• “Scribes of Summer,” 1 p.m. Yogi Berra Museum
(call Dave at x2378 for more information)
• LASO, 3:30 p.m., SC Cafe C
• WMSC, 4 p.m. SC 110

•Water Watch, 4:30 p.m. MA 258
• Players, 6 p.m. SC 126
• OSAU, 7:30 p.m. SC Cafe C

Tuesday

• Round Table Discussion-Women’s Roles, Women’s Lives:
A cross-cultural discussion with International students from MSU, 12-1 p.m. SC 417
• Geology Club, 4-5 p.m. MA 259
• CLUB, 7 p.m. SC 112D

i
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Wednesday

a m o n g

frie n d s .

i a m e x p l o r in g m y w o r l d .
a n d ,
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Gam valuable business
experience - - start
your school's own
lnsideGulde.com
Website. Log on today.

can you relate?

m ir n n n L
w

Check o u t our netw orks a t www.snowball.com

w

v a

u

.c m

W e are i
Th e snowbaN.com networks, where it's at for the Internet Generation.
© 1999 snowball.com, Inc. All nghts reserved
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QUESTIONS TO
TICKLE THE BRAIN

Series on African-American History
PrCS.ehi^d^ the Red Hawk Chapter o f Groove PTfffyogpe

This Week's Question:

Who is Alice Walker?

B

ELIZABETH A. HUTCHINSON/ MONTCLARION

W ill Gibbs, Julius M olduan and Jenn Allbright, members o f Chi Alpha
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, prepare to answer a question at College
Bowl held on Saturday, Nov. 6.

om in 1944 in Eatonton, Georgia
to sharecropper parents, Alice
Walker has become one of the best
known and most highly respected writers
in the United States.
Educated at Spelman College and Sa
rah Lawrence College, Walker, in a com
mencement speech at Sarah Lawrence
years later, spoke out against the silence in
the institution’s curriculum when it came
to African culture and history.
Active in the 1960’s Civil Rights
Movement in the South, she used her own
and others’ experiences as material for her
searing examination of politics and blackwhite relations in her novel Meridian
(1976).
Beginning with her first novel. The
Third Life o f Grange Copeland, Walker has
focused on sexual and racial realities within
black communities as well as the unavoid
able connections between family and so
ciety. For exposing the former, she has
been criticized by some African-American
male critics and theorists.
For exploring the latter, she has been
awarded numerous prizes while winning
the hearts and minds of countless readers.
Perhaps her most famous work is The
Color Purple, brought to the attention of
mainstream America through the film ad
aptation by Steven Spielberg.

In her novel of incest, lesbian love, and
sibling devotion, Walker also introduces
blues music as a unifying thread in the lives
of many of the characters.
Refusing to ignore the tangle of per
sonal and political themes, Walker has pro
duced five novels, two collections of short
stories, numerous volumes of poetry, and
two books of essays, and she has attained
fame and recognition in many countries.
Walker has not lost her sense of roots
in the South or her sense of being indebted
to her mother for showing her what the life
of an artist entailed. Writing of this cen
tral experience in her famous essay, “In
Search Of Our Mothers’ Gardens,” she
writes about watching her mother at the
end of a day of backbreaking physical la
bor on someone else’s farm return home
only to walk the long distance to their well
to get water for her garden planted each
year at their doorstep.
Walker observed the design of that gar
den, putting tall plants at the back and
planting so to have something in bloom
from early spring until the end of summer.
While not knowing what she was seeing
at the time, the adult Walker calls her
mother an artist full of dedication, a keen
sense of design and balance, and a tough
conviction that life without beauty is un
bearable.

Our careers suit
all kinds of people
F r o m crim e scene
investigation to
com m unity polic
ing, from aviation
to m a rin e law
e n fo rc e m e n t, from
forensics to c o m m u 
nications, w e’ve got
a specialty area
th a t’s su re to suit yo u r
u n iq u e skills a n d
interests.
W e’re th e New
Jersey State Police.
A n d w e’re looking fo r
b rig h t, en erg etic
m en and
w o m en w ho are
u p to th e chal
lenge to be th eir
best. In re tu rn ,
t you will g et the
satisfaction o f

TSPS
By Jennie Mabee
Special to The Montclarion
e all know the question:
paper. . . or plastic? It’s

W

not an easy decision. One
has to consider how frequently the bag
will be reused, whether or not it can be
recycled, and how many times it can
go through the recycling process. The
choice can be easy, though: Just bring
your own bag. Not only can cloth bags
be used repeatedly for years to come,
but they are also much stronger than
paper or plastic. (Besides, some stores
even give discounts to customers who
bring in their own bags.)

Conservation Club is a Class I
Organization o f the S.G.A.

truly h e lp in g
y o u r co m m u 
n ity -a n d a
sense o f prid e
th a t will last a
lifetime.
We o ffer a
g re a t startin g
salary, ex cellent
benefits an d
c o n tin u o u s
train in g an d
ed u c a tio n in over 120 excit
ing c a re e r o p p o rtu n ities.
A pplicants m ust be
betw een 18 a n d 35 years
old, a US citizen, a n d
m ust have a
c u rre n t d riv er’s license.
A pplicants m ust pos
sess a college d eg ree o r
60 college credits with two
years o f satisfactory

em p lo y m en t o r
m ilitary ex p erien ce.
R ight now, you have
the o p p o rtu n ity to apply fo r
o u r n e x t class.

For information call
1-877-NJSP-877
or visit our website
at www.NJSP.org

The people featured in this ad are proud
members o f the New Jersey Slate Police.
The NJSP is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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GOING TO GRAPE LENGTHS
TO MAKE SCIENCE FUN!

Supermodel C ontributes
M ore T han Just G ood Looks

and the children that were patients there,
which, “really touched my heart,” tells
S ta ff Writer
Valletta.
“He called me and told me about the
Amber Valletta gives to the
hospital and asked if I would help with this
world through participation
project. Haley Hubbard is how I got con
nected with them because she believed that
with various charities
1 would want to help the children.”
upermodel Amber Valletta doesn’t
In keeping with her charitable heart,
have much spare time on her hands.
Valletta went to the benefit in Monte Carlo
However, the time she does have
available is used to help others. An avid in support of St. Jude. Valletta was touched
by Haley and the other patients she had vis
promoter of various non-profit
ited in the hospital and the
organizations, Valletta likes to
memories from that time did
help out as much as she can _ _ _ _
more than just stick with her,
when it com es to raising
money for charity.
they
changed her.
“ Time is not
In the past, she organized
The perfect opportunity
an issue when
a fashion show in her home
to bring attention to St.
you believe in
town of Tulsa, Oklahoma
Jude’s children came through
called “Supermodels Step
a campaign for the launch of
something and
ping Out for Hunger” which
a new fragrance by a com
you love it.
raised money for a commu
pany Valletta represents in
nity food bank. So when a
- Amber Valletta,
print advertisements. The
little St. Jude Children’s Hos
company asked her to define
Supermodel
pital patient from Tulsa
what a moment of splendor
named H aley H ubbard
COURTESY O f DR. HAM DAN
was for her.
wanted to help the hospital
“I thought, you know,
raise money for an interna
what’s really enjoyable in
Students in Dr. Ham dans ‘Concepts In Science’course try to break the
tional benefit, she knew to go to Amber for life and what’s a moment of splendor for
Guinness World Recordsfo r grape catching in the mouth during a one
help.
me is when I can, you know, make some
m inute duration a t a distance o f 15 feet. U tilizing the concepts o f
“Haley told her mom, ‘I know some one else happy, give back to someone
projectile motion learned in the course, ju n io r Brooke Powellfrom
one who will help us, she likes kids and else...it’s making them smile.”
Business M anagement (right) catching 3 out o f every 4 thrown grapes
she’s from Tulsa. Her nam e’s Amber
It was at this time that the company
would have come w ithin 2 o f the record o f3 2 grapes established last week
Valletta,” explains Valletta fondly. “So, brainstormed with Valletta and created a
on the Regis Philbin Show. Throwing to powell is ju n io r Jamie Chau
Haley’s mom got in contact with my mom program for the patients at the hospital, as
and my mom said, ‘I’m sure Amber would well as those who were no longer staying
(left) and supplying the grapes is senior Don Frio (center).
be interested. Here are her numbers in New at the hospital. The program brought the
York.”
kids to ball games and introduced them to
A doctor of Haley’s took her lead and celebrities. “We wanted it to be an inter
called Amber. He told her about St. Jude esting and rewarding experience for all of
us,” illustrates Valletta.
Given her many jaunts on the catwalk
and her acting career, the young superwoman is on an incredibly tight schedule.
Still, she always finds time to lend a hand
L in k in g R e s e a r c h &
C l in ic a l P r a c t ic e
to charity.
“You just make the tim e,” explains
Valletta, “when the time is right and there’s
an opportunity to speak about St. Jude’s or
anything I believe in, I do.”
Her heart is tied to many charities in
cluding Dishes (a pediatric AIDS organi
zation), the Covenant House, The World
Wildlife Federation, Habitat for Humanity,
A
the Special Olympics, and The Nina Hyde
Foundation.
“Time is not an issue when you believe
in
something
and you love it,” assures the
Seton Hall University’s School of Graduate Medical Education offers an innovative
all-American girl from Oklahoma.
Doctor of Science (Sc.D.) in Audiology*
The supermodel also recently toured the
and in collaboration with the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey (UMDNJ), an innovative
United States with her mom in order to pro
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Health Sciences:
mote breast cancer awareness. They trav
Audiology & Hearing Science Specialization**
eled around the country promoting the
United States postal stamp for breast can
T h e se p ro g ram s p ro v id e y o u w ith state-o f-th e-art academ ic, clinical, a n d research o p p o rtu n itie s
th ro u g h affiliation w ith m an y p restig io u s clin ical sites a n d research laborato ries.
cer research.
You w ill le a m h o w to p ro v id e th e m o st effective d iag n o stic a n d tre a tm e n t p ro ced u res to th o se w h o e x h ib it c o m m u n ic a tio n d iso rd ers
An avid supporter of the stamp and of
related to h e a rin g im p airm en ts. F u n d a m e n ta l c o n c e p ts in scientific research m e th o d o lo g y a n d d e sig n in a d d itio n to
the
cause, Valletta stated that for every
state-o f-th e-art te ch n ical sk ills are also em phasized.
stamp
sold, eight cents goes to breast can
O u r flexible a n d diverse cu rric u la are o p e n to p o st-B ach elo r’s *** an d p o st-M a ste r’s stu d e n ts an d
cer research to help fight against the deadly
en ab le you to p u rsu e d o c to ra l s tu d ie s o n a p art-tim e o r full-tim e basis.
disease.
F or m ore inform ation o r an application call: (973) 275-2825 (A udiology program office)
Understanding that her celebrity status
o r (973) 275-2800 • E-mail: gradmeded@shu.edu • O n the web: www.shu.edu/academic/meded/
helps bring attention to the causes that she
supports, she realizes that her hard work
Seton Hall University - School of Graduate Medical Education
University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey - School of Health Related Professions
.goes hand in hand with her time spent with
In partnership for you
charities.
' ASHA Candidacy Status
“If I’m out there in the public then it’s a
Granted August 1, 1999
* Speech-Language Pathology
lot easier for me to get my voice heard about
Specialization also available
a subject that I want people to know about.”
' Sc.D. p ro g ra m only
u
n
i
v
e
r
s
i
t
y
SETO N H A L L
For more inform ation on St. Jude
Children’s Hospital, call 1-800-822-6344 or
400 South O range Avenue, South O range, NJ 07079 • lilip./Avww.sliu.edu
check them out at www.stjude.org.
By Tiffany Klabin Palisi
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and sucks you in as soon as the curtain lifts
and Mrs. Clackett, played by Dotty Otley,
played by Handerhan, begins her opening
monologue in “Nothing On.” But wait! The
Play: Noises Off - A three act comedy run average audience member isn’t even aware
ning approximately two and a half hours, that this is the ‘play within a play’ until the
with two 10 minute intermissions.
director, played by Lloyd, seated towards
Date/Time: Nov. 11-14, 18-20 at 8 p.m.
the back of the theater and hit with a single
Nov. 14 at 2 p.m.
spot light, pipes in with a correction for
Nov. 19 at 1 p.m.
Handerhan.
Place: Memorial Auditorium
The audience watches as the one act play
Price: $10 standard; $7 faculty, staff, and progresses through its dress and technical
Alumni; $5 students.
rehearsal, the night before it is due to open
in Upper Montclair, New Jersey. During the
t ’s less than 24 hours before run of the rehearsal, almost every theater
opening night. Dress rehearsal hasn’t stereotype is represented: Lloyd, the over
even started yet. Doors on the set are educated, dry witted and sarcastic director;
broken. And Selsdon is missing. This is Cohen, the ditzy theater girl with no capac
how Noises Off, by Michael Frayn, begins. ity for improvisation; Beilina, the dedicated,
No, not the dress rehearsal, the actual awake for 48 hours straight stage manager;
show. Noises O ff is a farce about a farce. Faison, his skittish assistant; Phillips, the
Instead of just poking fun at a British sex flaky stoner/drunk; Corujo, the actress who
comedy, Frayn pokes fun at touring theater will try and hold the production together at
companies as well, as the drama offstage all costs; and Rigg, the actor who can’t even
breathe onstage unless spoon-fed his “proper
interferes with the satire onstage.
Noises O ff is the next venture brought motivation.”
One may wonder if the actors drew from
to the MSU community by the Theater and
real
life experiences for their characters. A
Dance Department, directed by faculty
subtle
transition between the play, Noises
member Susan Kerner. Other faculty mem
O
ff
and
the play within a play “Nothing On”
bers include Chelsea Harriman, Costume
was
made
with lighting. As the director
Designer, W. Scott MacConnell, Technical
stopped
action
to give notes and talk to his
Director and Susan Blumert, Voice and Dia
actors,
the
lights
would rise. As action be
lect Coach. Cast members include students
gan
again,
the
lights
dimmed, as a real re
Meredith Handerhan, Justin G. Lloyd, Tony
hearsal
may
run.
Grosso, Allegra Cohen, Blake Yael Faison,
The first act is the only time the audi
Douglas Rigg, Robyn Corujo, Michael
ence
gets to see “Nothing On” in its fullest
Beilina and Larry Philips. Students make
up the Production Crew as well, led by Brett form (even though it stops and goes with
S. Klein, Stage Manager, and Erin Wiggins, minor interruptions from the director. “And
God said ‘Hold it!’ And they held it, and
Assistant Stage Manager.
A unique play, Noises O ff is fast paced God said it was terrible,” screams the direc

tor). The second act takes us
behind stage a month later.
As the action goes on during
a Wednesday afternoon mati
nee, we are taken backstage
to watch as actors break up,
make up, try to
ta lk
things out, try to
kill each other,
try to get
drunk
and
chase each
other,
all
while trying
to maintain perfect silence
and make their entrances
and exits. After a month of
w orking together, the
stress is beginning to show
as “Nothing On” slowly
begins to fall apart and
there is dissent in the
ranks of the cast and crew.
The only draw back of
pantomime is that if you’re
not looking at the right
place at the right time,
you may miss something
very im portant, since
there is literally no
speech, except for
the dialogue of the
mini-play, wired in
on the back stage
sound system .
The second act
closes with only one
line of dialogue backCOURTESTY O f STEVE HOCKSTEIN
stage, that brings the action to
7
.T r u e r
• 77 Tony Grosso (l.) and, Meredith Handerhan rehearse a scene
See N O ISE on p. 14 r J ,
... .
from the hysterical Noises Off.
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Why is there so much fascination and money placed into
the remaking of movies and retelling of stories?

*

By Christine Cheplic
Staff Writer
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as the “well”
of creativity
that sits in
Hollywood run dry?
Not entirely. On a
regular basis, indepen
dent filmmakers pro
duce fresh films with concepts void of the
banal themes and overused storylines usu
ally found in too many studio films. And
every so often movie-goers are given a
glimpse of the fullness of that “well” when
widely released blockbuster movies indulge
in new ideas. Viewers were lucky enough
to witness this phenomenon just this past
summer when movies such
as The Blair Witch
Project and The Sixth
Sense were released.
But what of the
mass marketed prod
ucts that we see all too
often replicated over
and over on movie
screens? Why
do Hollywood
p ro d u cers
refuse to dip
into
that
“well,” which
is readily at
their disposal,
COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL
and continue
Robert M itchum as M ax
to, instead,
Cady in Cape Fear
focus their
(1 9 6 2 ).
attention on
what has already been done, sometimes
more than once?
Remakes of films have become an ob
session in the industry. It is a shame when
there are 20 films that focus on a variation
of one story. But the real atrocity lies in the
film remake - the actual duplication of a
previous film.
For instance, this past weekend marked
the opening of the movie The Bachelor.
Chris O’Donnell plays the leading role of a
man who must be married in one day in or
der to claim an inheritance. The movie did
fairly well at the box office this weekend
and is continued to be hyped on television
commercials as being one of this year’s
freshest comedies. But, as those of you who
are familiar with the plot of the movie al
ready know, this film is a remake of a Buster
Keaton film entitled Seven Chances. There
is nothing new about this film; it has been
made already.
Why the lure to recreate a film? Some
people feel that modern versions of certain
films allow the movie to be enhanced by
technology. For example,
. Cape Fear was able

enjoy the idea of restructuring a movie to
adapt to modern times. For example, the
recent remake of The Out-of-Towners al
lowed for the stranded character to be ter
rorized by a more modern version of New
York City then was shown in the original
film.
Despite any of this reasoning, there
seems to be no value to remaking a film.
There are too many stories yet to be told,
and told well, through film for studios to
be wasting time with something that was al
ready created.
By remaking a previous film, the sense
of that original film as a work of art is di
minished. For example, look at Gus Van
Sant’s shot-by-shot remake of Psycho. The
director claimed the film was a project de
vised to give homage to the master of sus
pense himself, Alfred Hitchcock. How is
remaking someone else’s work any sense of
devotion to them? How can you recreate a
classic? Why would you try? No writer
would sit down and rewrite War and Peace
and pass it as an original work. No painter
can copy “The Starry Night” stroke by
stroke. Many filmmakers have certainly
paid homage to direc
tors that influenced
them by merely try
ing to use their
style, not copy
their work.
Yes, there is an
argument to be made
that film is a lot more
subjective than
other art forms.
True, it is open '
to a variety o f
interpretations,
j
but is it the duty
of any director n ,
~ ...
,
. ... .
Robert De Niro also as
to give their in
terpretation of rdax in the 1991
another’s work? version o/Cape Fear.
If a story is wonderful enough to stand
the test of time, then it should just be left
alone to be rediscovered on the shelves of
local video stores or late night showings on
HBO. A film should be influential and di
rectors should use classics and past films to
jump off from. Movies are not produced to
be copied again at a later time. Technology
and time should not be used as excuses to
re-present a script. Watching the same film
with different actors, a variation on the dia
logue, a modern setting or fancy special ef
fects does not enhance the value of the story.
If anything, it devalues it.
Hollywood must learn to concentrate on
new ideas, rather than the stories that have
already been done. The “well” is not yet
dry and deserves to be used more often. We
need to see more films that break barriers
like The Blair
Witch Project
and less mov
ies that retell
the story of,
say, Joan of
Arc int the new
movie
The
Messenger.
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DJ S p i n s the Smar t Danc e Mix
& $2°° Im port Pints
O P E N W E D N E S D A Y - S A T U R D A Y T I L L 3 AM
C O UR TESY O F

Directions from cam pus: Rt. 3 East to Passaic Ave. N utley/Passaic Ave. exit, go
right off ramp, go three traffic lights & m ake a left, (Van Houten Ave.) Go to first
traffic light, m ake a righ onto Broadway. Loop in on right.

373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 9 7 3 - 3 0 5 - 0 8 0 7

U N I V E R S A L P IC T U R E S

NOW HE WAS NEVER ALL NORMAN:” Anthony Perkins (l.) and Vince
Vaughn both portrayed the disturbed Norman Bates in the 1960 version o/Psycho and
the 1998 remake, respectively.
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C ontinued from pg. 12
a crashing and surprising halt. The third act
consists of the least amount of scripted dia
logue as far as “Nothing On” goes. Lines
are missed, and late, and cues are ignored.
People falldown stairs, slip on sardines and
get caught in compromising positions. Vir
tually anything that could go wrong during
a show, did, with hilarious, yet disastrous
results.
The actors that truly makes the show,
aren’t even actors at all. A standing ovation
needs to go to the production crew and tech
nicians, who put together a marvelous set.
In a show where the audience needs to see
both onstage and offstage, a set needs to be

A r t s & E n t e r t a in m e n t

built that literally shows a front and a back,
and that is where the crew succeeded. The
set, which depicts a fully furnished living
room and upstairs balcony,
is built upon a rotating
base. During the first in
termission, the set crew
spins the set around to re
veal the unfinished back
side for the back stage
area. Half the back side of
the stage is painted black.
Unaware audience mem
bers may wonder why
only half. With the backs
of sets, you only paint
black what the audience
sees, and you leave the rest unfinished.
Also seen backstage are the prop tables,
chairs for the actors and the stage managers

podium. Of course, there is no way pos
sible a drama group could portray these
things poorly, but in any case, this writer
has never seen a better repre
sentation of a theater group at
tempting to put on a play.
Although originally writ
ten by Frayn for an older cast
set in Britain, Noises O ff is
easily updated to accommo
date any setting and cast. This
version of the play is set in
three towns in New Jersey,
Upper Montclair, Red Bank
and Cape May, and lines in
the play were modified for a
college aged audience. I can’t
imagine the original version of the play to
contain curses and allusions to homosexu
ality. The costumes worn, for those in street

clothes and not in their “Nothing On” cos
tumes, also give a modern tone to the ac
tion, and probably came out of the actors’
own closets, giving those characters in their
street clothes (the director, stage manager
and assistant stage manager) a distinct, per
sonal look.
In short. Noises O ff is a play anyone
could go see and enjoy. The common the
ater-goer will laugh at the mishaps, mistakes
and comedy. The experienced theater-goer
and actor will laugh knowingly as the ac
tors make the most common of mistakes,
stomping around back stage, dropping props
and the like. However, everyone will be im
pressed by the superb performances. This
is one show where you can clearly see that
the cast and crew worked hard and worked
together to make the best presentation of
Noises O ff possible.
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By Dorothy Chudoba
Staff Writer

uano Apes is one ground shaking
energetic band. The first expo
sure the band had in the
United States was when their
video for “Open Your Eyes”
premiered on 120 Minutes on
MTV. Their debut album, Proud
Like A God, takes the listener on
a wild ride from the metallic
crunch of “We Use the Pain” to
the delicate brooding on “Maria’
to the twisted funk in “Suzie.”
The first single, “Open Your
Eyes” combines a hard hitting rock
attack with irresistible hook and a
subtle wash of electronics, while
“Lord of the Boards” captures the

G

exhilarating energy of snowboarding. The
goal was simple: self-expression. Their lyr
ics speak of self-expression, and self-es
teem, to make you aware of the things
around you.
They members struck up a rapport per
sonally and musically, and began to
■** 1 a ythe sonic ground work of
Guano Apes, drawing on influ
ences that ran the gamut from
the Police to Primus.
The one thing that eluded
them at first was the right voice
to crystallize their sound. They
quickly found it. It is the intensity
and raw emotion that keeps your eyes
and ears glued on Guano Apes’ lead
singer, Sandra Nasic. This girl isn’t
afraid going from singing softly and
sweetly to screaming. Her voice is
powerful and passionate; the lyrics ex
plode with her raspy intense voice.
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Proud Like A
God is filled with
eclectic music
and raw energy,
and it is felt with
each song. Their
music makes you
want to jum p
around, bounce
your head to the
beat, crowd surf
or just listen. Take
the opening track,
“Open
Your
Eyes.” It starts
off with Sandra
N asic’s voice
coolly singing; al
most whispering
the words “Hide
your face forever,
dream and search
for
heaven.”
Then out of no
where, the hard
guitar and bass
riffs just jump in.
She screams out N O MONKEY BUSINESS: Guano Apes are a sharp sound
“Open your eyes, from fa r across the oceans.
open your mind,
proud like a god, don’t pretend you’re de petite for violence and pleasure.
This band must have been big fans of
nied.” A very meaningful message. Almost
Primus,
because the guitar riffs and vocals
reminiscent of Rage Against The Machine
are reminiscent of Primus’s early works.
and their rebellious lyrics.
Their third track, “Rain,” shows that this There’s an extra song on the CD that’s not
girl can not only scream but also sing. It’s listed, the eighteenth track, which is remind
slow and passionate, then explodes with tre ful of the great music of George Clinton and
mendous amount of angst for a lost love. Parliament, Bee-Gees, and the disco ballads
“Wash It Down” is a fast beat, up-tempo, of the 70’s because it’s mixed with funk and
hard-core, all around good mosh-pit song. rock.
It almost sounds as if she’s talking about a
Any music lover should run, not walk,
“dirty shirt” and revenge. Sometimes it and pick up Guano Apes debut album, Proud
makes you wonder if this girl ever loses her Like A God and as Sandra Nasic puts it,
voice?
“Move to the beat.”
For a band fronted by a girl, it’s surpris
Intense, eclectic, raw. Five Stars. What
ing to see two songs about females, “Maria” else can one say but that Guano Apes are
and “Suzie.” Maria is someone with an ap sure to be proud like gods?

B ecome A P hysician A ssistant

Do it for someone
you love
Alexandra
Paul and
Ian Murray
actors and
athletes

Tonight, m ake it vegetarian

Seton Hall University’s School o f Graduate Medical Education offers a
challenging three-year Master of Science Physician Assistant (PA) Program*
This rigorous a n d com prehensive program produces w ell-rounded, su p erio r PA professionals,
ready to m eet today’s and tom orrow ’s challenges. T he curriculum includes:
An intensive first professional year didactic program focused on m edical sciences;
A second professional year centered on clinical exposure in m ultiple m edical disciplines as
well as courses in epidem iology and bioethics; and
A third professional year offering co n tin u ed valuable clinical experience and a clinical
research com ponent.

The Program is now accepting applications for classes starting in Fall 2000.

For m ore in fo rm a tio n , co n ta ct P hysicians
C o m m ittee fo r R e sponsible M edicine
(2 0 2 ) 6 8 6 -2 2 1 0 , ext. 3 0 0 • www.pcrm.org
PHOTO COURTESY OF BARRY KING / MAKEUP COURTESY OF DEBRA HUSS

“K ettleCare ‘99”

A p p licatio n d e a d lin e s are:
N ovem ber 15, 1999 — for e a rly c o n sid e ratio n
All candidates must have all prerequisites completed as described in the application instructions.
J a n u a ry 7, 2000 — final d ead lin e
For m ore inform ation or an application call: (973) 275-2596 (PA program office)
or (973) 275-2800 • E-mail: gradmeded@shu.edu • O n the web: www.shu.edu/academic/meded/
*The PA program is accredited by the C o m m is s io n o n Accreditation of Allied Health Programs(CAAHEP) and is offered in collaboration w ith
the University o f Medicine and Dentistry o f New Jersey's (UMDNJ) School of Health Related Professions (SHRP).

SETO N H A L L

H in U N IV E R S IT Y

4 0 0 S o u th O ra n g e A ven u e. S o u th O ra n g e , NJ 0 7 0 7 9 • http://www.slni.edu

You show you CARE
everytime you volunteer
your time or drop a
donation in the red kettle.
or call toil free:
1-877-NJS-ARMY
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MAIN EDITORIAL
W hat would it take to get a large
number o f students to participate
in an event on campus? Is it
possible at all?
“Students are just too interested in what
is going on in their own lives to have the
time to get together and participate in any
large events. It is too bad, but this is
Montclair State, not Penn State.”

Steven Richards
Freshman, Undeclared
“I think it is possible, but it depends on
the event. I think there could have been a
lot o f tickets sold for the Goo Goo D olls
show, but there just wasn’t enough adver
tising before hand to let students know.
Most people I know didn’t find out about it
until after it was cancelled.”

Maureen Hayden,
Sophomore, Undeclared

Question of the Week:
Were you happy w ith the Voice
Response System when registering
for your Spring 2000 classes?
Let your voice be heard!

I

Call 655-7616 or e-mail
M S U o p ln lo n s @ h o tm a ll.c o m

to respond.
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Sixth Circuit Court Could Squash
First Amendment Rights
The Sixth Circuit United States Court o f Appeals in Cincinnati will decide soon whether or not to re-hear
arguments in a case that could have serious implications on the freedoms o f college publications across the
nation, including those right here at MSU.
The case is called Kincaid v. Gibson - its history is complicated, but if the decision goes the wrong way,
the result will be simple. The First Amendment freedoms o f college student publications will take a serious
blow, and it could set a standard where organizations like The Montclarion, La Campana and 4 Walls could
be censored or even have their publications confiscated on a whim by the administration.
The Sixth Circuit Court upheld the confiscation o f approximately 2,000 copies o f the 1993-94 edition of
the Kentucky State University student yearbook, by school officials. Originally, the case was only heard by
a panel o f three judges. Kincaid, the plaintiff representing the students in the case, is currently appealing to
the court to re-hear the case, this time with a full panel o f judges. The court’s decision could be handed down
at any time. If their appeal is denied, the next step for Kincaid would be to appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Kincaid v. Gibson is the first time a court has upheld the censorship of a college publication based upon
the standard set by an earlier Supreme Court case that allowed the censorship o f a high school newspaper.
What does any o f this have to do with MSU and its student publications?
While the ruling only applies to the public colleges and universities in the jurisdiction o f the Sixth Circuit
Court - Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio and Michigan - it sets a dangerous standard that other courts may choose
to follow in similar censorship cases. KSU officials confiscated the yearbook because in their eyes, it was of
“poor quality.” Under this standard, our own university could sensor and confiscate The Montclarion Lot
misspelling a headline, and defend their decision based upon “quality” reasons. It may sound ridiculous, but
under the standard that the initial Kincaid v. Gibson decision sets, it could be justified.
O f course this is hypothetical, and thankfully the administration of MSU has shown in the past that they
have more respect for the freedoms o f the student press than that. However, the point is that it could happen,
and this cannot be allowed.
University administrations across the country could start to bombard their yearbooks, newspapers and
other publications with censorship demands, trying to protect their own interests by removing material that
they do not approve of, using the Kincaid decision as justification. The effect on student journalism would
be devastating. How can aspiring journalists learn their trade properly in order to prepare them for the real
world when they are constantly under the threat o f censorship from the very institution that is teaching them
about the Constitution and our freedoms as Americans?
The effects o f this decision could reach even further into university systems than just student publica
tions. The decision could apply to any school-sponsored student expressive activity. If administrations can
censor views that they do not agree with in publications, what about theatre or art exhibits that they do not
find to be proper? Could they then fire or punish professors who express views in their classrooms that they
do not agree with? All expression is threatened by this case.
If the original Kincaid v. Gibson decision does stand, hopefully our own administration and other col
leges and universities across the country will publicly support the editorial independence and press freedoms
o f all student publications. If justice is served, it won’t have to come to that. Right now, that is up to the Sixth
Circuit Court. However, if they fail to see past their own ignorance, hopefully the U.S. Supreme Court will
stand up for the First Amendment rights o f student publications. Not only for the benefit o f student journal
ists, but also for the benefit of university communities across the country.

T h e adviser neither ptrrcads n o r regulates the concents o f The M e H K U riim ,
for w h ich its editors arc tocally responsible.

The MontcUrion is. a class one organization o f the Student Government
Association. Inc. o f Montclair State University. Published weekly, except
during examinations, summer and winter sessions. The MontcUrion is funded
in part by student fees distributed by the SGA. The views expressed in the
Opinion Page section, with the exception o f the Main Editorial, do not
necessarily reflect the views o f The MontcUrion. The first edition o f The
\ t — 'trion, then named The Pelican, was published on Novembet 28,1928.
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The M ontclarion Mailbox Policy
• All letters m ust be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500 words will
not be considered for publication. • O nce received, letters are property o f The Montclarion and may be edited for
length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author’s name, major, social security
num ber and phone num ber or e-mail address. • O nly one letter by an author will be printed each m onth. •
Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be subm itted through e-mail to
MSUopinions@hotmail.com or sent to The Montclarion - Attn: Opinion Page Editor, Montclair State

University, 113 Student Center Annex, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
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Jail-like Tactics May be Needed to Keep
Campus Clean from Filthy Students

I

Molly
MEYERS

“In my nine years
as a corrections
officer I have
seen people who
come from
severely
disadvantaged
homes take better
care o f the
bathrooms...

«

thought I had seen just about everything in and floors. This is atrocious. The garbage cans are
my nine years as a corrections officer at a overflowing on the floor, the sinks seldom have
county jail. However, I have seen first hand soap, and the toilet paper is the weight of rice pa
that there is a lower, seedy side of life. It is a life per, making it nearly impossible to unroll, which
of irresponsibility, where people have no respect leads to little shreds all over the floor. I am sure the
for themselves and others around them. I thought students who make such a disgraceful mess in these
I could leave this image of filth and non-concern bathrooms do not do this in their own homes.
at the jail when I finish work and go out to lead
This problem is serious and two-fold. People
my normal productive life. This has not been the who litter have little regard for themselves and the
case when I am on the MSU campus.
property around them. Also, it is not solely the main
The cover and the photographs inside the MSU tenance department’s function to insure a litter-free
catalog are all very impressive. They depict tree- campus. However, it is their responsibility to have
lined pathways and areas where students could sit toilet paper, hand towels and soap available in the
and leisurely read while alone or with others. This bathrooms.
scenario is not as pleasant and inviting as the cata
In my three years as a night student I have never
log may portray.
seen any maintenance personnel sweeping, mop
In the three years I have been a student I have ping or emptying a disposal of any kind. But, I have
not been able to sit on a bench or lawn that has not seen students who are irresponsible and disrespect
been dotted with trash. I have not been able to con ful for the MSU campus. If we can be fined for lit
gregate in front of any building without being in tering on the streets and highways, what makes the
the midst of a smoke screen from students and campus any different?
teachers who hover in these areas to smoke ciga
In my time as a corrections officer I have seen
rettes before, in-between, and after class. Most people who come from severely disadvantaged
refuse to use the receptacles designed for their ciga homes take better care of the bathrooms they use
rette butts, and every crack in the sidewalk seems and the area around them. If they do not keep these
to be filled with debris of some sort.
areas clean they are written up for this infraction
The MSU campus is a disgrace. And while I and some of their privileges are taken away. If it
am on the subject of filth, what is with the ladies works in the jails, maybe it would work here!
room in Dickson Hall? I am embarrassed to be a
woman and use this facility. In my 39 years I have Molly Meyers is a Senior English major, and is in
never seen a bathroom which has such an over her second year as an Editorial Columnist fo r The
flow of bodily fluids on the toilet seats, stall walls Montclarion.

Endless Effort Went
into Concert Only
to be M et With
Student Apathy
Dear Editor,
As Executive Producer of Class One
Concerts, I, too, wondered where the stu
dents were when tickets went on sale for
the MP3.com Music and Technology Tour.
The disappointment was tremendous.
However, there are a few things I wish
to clarify. When this whole concert was
initiated, it was presented to the SGA and
Class One Concerts by the Arts Program
ming Department, and not vice versa. We
were presented with a proposed budget of
$117,000 from “Great Events in the Great
Outdoors,” as there had been a desire to hold
a large scale concert in Yogi Berra Stadium.
The SGA and Class One Concerts agreed to
contribute $5,000 and $29,000, respectively.
So, with the $146,000 budget that we (the
SGA and C1C) believed we had to work

“O ne w ould
think that...
tickets w ould
have sold like
hot chocolate in
a snowstorm.

Review o f D ance Ensemble was Inaccurate
Dear Editor,
When I read Anna Lawrence’s review
of the Voloshky Ukrainian Dance Ensemble
performance last week, I felt the urge to rec
tify its content for the sake of the art of dance
itself.
Before I do this, let me congratulate
Lawrence about the great research she did
in order to find the history of each of the
dances that were offered by the ensemble.
It was very helpful in explaining the mean
ing of certain dances, beyond the little in
formation everyone could find in the pro
grams that night. However, the way dance
itself was represented in this review needs
some crucial rectification:
I would like to underline first the fact
that the Voloshky Ukrainian Ensemble did

“I felt the urge to
rectify its content
for the sake o f the
art o f dance...
not present “ethnic folk dancing” as was
stated in the review, but “character dancing.”
The difference may not be obvious to many,
so I am going to explain it more clearly.
Ethnic dance is a traditional form of dance,
usually a festive kind, that is performed in
all kinds of social events of different ethnic
groups. They have, or they used to have, a

The Week In Politics
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specific social meaning or function. Now,
character dance is a hybrid between these
dances (formalized into a series of steps) and
ballet a spectacular dance that emerged in
Europe in the seventeenth century and cul
minated in the beginning of the nineteenth.
This mix was started in order to make the
ethnic dances “presentable” as a spectacu
lar form of entertainment designed to be
performed on stage for the sake of it - far
away from its original purposes.
All this means is that character dance
does not pass down history as Lawrence
would like us to believe, but is an image of
history suited for an Occidental way of ap
preciating dance in the form of a theatrical
event, from the former imperial Russia times
to our era. Stating the reverse is a complete
negation of what the real ethnic dances are
or have been, a negation of a people’s most
intimate history. What remains traditional
are the stories or legends conveyed by the
dance, not the dance itself.
The second and most essential point is
that dance is not theatre. Dance is about
movement and bodies. Not about costumes
or stories or music that are only secondary
supporters of this art. I saw a lot of colors
and nice stories in this review, but no dance.
Oh sorry! A few moves are described. But
I did not feel anything when reading about
them. Miss Lawrence, don’t you get shiv
ers when you watch good dancing? Along
with understanding the cultural implications
of the dance, that is what reviewing this art
is about. Describing the non-understandable. The invisible link that makes your
body react with theirs.
Thank you for considering dance as an
independent and specific art in your next
reviews. It has been suffering from reduc
tionist views already for 150 long years/
Sylvaine Sidorowicz
Dance

with, we set forth in hopes of bringing the
largest concert this campus had ever seen
to life. However, the further we immersed
ourselves into this event, the less support
we received from the Arts Programming De
partment. As the deadline crept upon us,
legal counsel from both the university and
the SGA were called in to assist in the ne
gotiation of the contracts and the issues of
who would be financially responsible. Fi
nally, just two and a half weeks before the
event was scheduled to take place, after
hours upon hours were spent trying to fig
ure out how we could make this concert
work, we received final approval. This was
simply much too late.
The decision to cancel was made by the
William Morris Agency, Metropolitan En
tertainment and MP3.com. If you were
them, would you have bothered to put forth
all the effort of setting up for a show when
only one sixth of the tickets available were
sold? I think not.
So, where were you? With all the word
of mouth and perceived excitement dis
played by students, one would think that
there would have been some action taken
and tickets would have sold like hot choco
late in a snowstorm. When it came down to
the wire, the SGA, Class One Concerts and
the administration were doing everything
within their power to ensure that this con
cert would be a success, only to be met by
an apathetic campus community. That hav
ing been said, I thank those who supported
this event and purchased a ticket or two, and
ask that you encourage your fellow students
to open their eyes to the opportunities that
surround them. Your experience here can
only be what you make of it, don’t let it pass
you by.
Julie Fleming
Executive Producer,
Class One Concerts
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H um an Rights Violations in Sudan
Need to be Investigated Further

T

Tim
CARNEY
C olum nist

“T h e U N ...
found m uch
more than
‘feeble’ evidence
for slavery and
brutal slayings
o f religious
m inorities
[in Sudan].

------ rs-

he history of The Montclarion's editorial
section being little more than a Ping-Pong
ball between people who refuse to listen
to opposing views will not be repeated with me.
This being written, I nevertheless feel that it is
necessary to respond to the letter by Ribhi Huzien,
printed last week. I am not merely going to re
peat what I have already written, nor will this be
a personal attack against Huzien. Instead, I in
tend to address certain claims made in his letter
that must not go unanswered.
The violation of human rights is a hideous
problem that persists in many areas of the world.
China, Laos, Mauritania, and many other nations
are guilty of perpetrating horrible crimes against
humanity that must end. The only reason I chose
to focus on Sudan is because there is literally no
knowledge of it and extremely little coverage of
it in the media. The voice that Huzien represents
is dangerous because of its attempt to silence any
investigation into the horrors of this world. This
is a problem that gives people another excuse to
simply turn their backs and ignore real genocide.
The contradictory claims of Huzien and my
self should spur further investigation on the part
of the individual, and I am quite happy about that.
I would rather stir up controversy and revive a
“crusader mentality,” only to eventually be
proven wrong, rather than dismiss atrocious
claims as the ravings of a lunatic and sit idly by.
In either case, complacency is unacceptable.
Since its independence in 1956, Sudan has
been ravaged by strife and civil war. I suppose
Christian missionary organizations do add to it
by not letting the north simply annihilate the

south, thereby ending any dissenting voices, but
I doubt anyone would feel comfortable with such
a means to an end. Yes, democracy must be given
the chance to flourish in Sudan, and I can’t think
of anyone who would not want to move beyond
such a bloody chapter, but at what cost?
I would hardly consider the United Nations a
politically motivated humanitarian religious or
ganization. While many joke about its ability to
investigate abuses, it can be effective in probing
claims such as these. In fact, the UN Human
Rights Commission found much more than
“feeble” evidence for slavery and brutal slayings
of religious minorities in Sudan.
Once more, I would like to clarify my stance
on Islam. I have absolutely nothing against it or
any of its followers. By no means is anything I
write ever to be taken as an attack or indictment
of another’s religion. As previously stated, the
sole purpose of my “expose” is to educate people
in the events of our world. I would never indict
or follow an organization simply because it
claimed to represent a particular faith, and I would
not expect anyone else to be so frivolous.
Rather than continue the vicious cycle of re
sponding to a response ad nauseam, I would like
to invite Huzien to discuss the topic of Sudanese
persecution in an open forum debate. Each of us
could present our views and whatever evidence
exists for it and let others decide. I look forward
to the possibility of such a meeting with Huzien,
and am eager to hear his answer.____________
Tim Carney is a 3rd-year English major, and
is the president o f MSU’s Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship.

Lack o f Advertising,
and M S U Pride
Contributed to
Concert Failure
In response to the question of the week: What
would it take to get a large number of students to
participate in an event on campus? Is it possible
at all?
I believe the biggest turnout for an on-cam
pus event would be the International Food festi
val that recently took place. Here, students were
able to display their multicultural talents and heri
tage in an open and friendly environment.
I was a ticket holder for the concert that was
cancelled and I was a bit disappointed, as many
other students were. However, most of the stu
dents I talked to didn’t even know about it. I
didn’t even know you could buy more than two
tickets. I know I would have.
Not everyone has access to cash easily either.
I guess most people rely on word of mouth and
don’t check postings and billboards. If the con
cert had been promoted earlier it may have got
ten more people interested, but honestly it would
have never came close to 6,000. People on this
campus seem to have more interest in their indi
vidual lives than a collective interest in the ac
tivities of the university. Point blank, people just
don’t have pride in their school anymore.
A roommate mentioned that if a rap artist
came here, there would have been a sold out
crowd. I highly doubt this considering it wouldn’t
be possible to attract enough people for any ma
jor event to take place. This is when you have to
draw on the outside communities to get involved
and advertise on the radio, in newspapers and
around town. Maybe then people would care.
M. Manning
No Major Given

MONTCLARION MAILBAG

The N u m b er o f Students Who D o n ’t
Care A b o u t Their Work is Scary
Dear Editor,
I’m writing this in response to Jerome
D’Angelo’s article on the value of educa
tion. I just wanted to say that the article was
excellent, and I agree with his views.
I am also a Freshman, and I wanted to
go to college for higher education - period.
I came here wanting to broaden my hori
zons, to learn things I didn’t learn in high
school. I am pleased with my classes and I
seriously believe I am getting an education
worth paying for, but I can’t help but notice
the number of people who don’t seem to care
about their education. It’s like they’re here
just for their parents, or for the parties.
What I observe is exactly what Jerome
explained in the article. Students do not
know what they have until it is taken away.
I know so many people who were dying to
get into college and were scared that they
weren’t going to be accepted, or that they
weren’t going to be able to pay for it.
I am lucky to be able to be here and I
value what I have. But you know what? It
wasn’t just luck that I got here. It’s because
I believe in a strong work ethic. Since I
was in grammar school I loved being in
school and I loved learning. In high school
I was one of the hardest workers. I was in
volved in many extra-curricular activities,
but they did not stop me from academic
achievement. No matter how much work I
had to do, I got it done and I am happy to
say I achieved most of my goals so far. Be
ing in college is just another goal, and I don’t

“...I can’t help but
notice the number
o f people w ho
don’t seem to care
about their
education. It’s like
they’re just here for
their parents, or for
the parties.
----------------------------- ^
see it as just another step in life. It’s more
than that - college is going to determine
where my life is going to head.
It scares me to see that so many students
here don’t care about their work. If they
don’t want to do work for their classes, and
they keep complaining about their profes
sors, how are they going to survive in the
workforce?
I commend Jerome for a wonderful ar
ticle. He said everything I was thinking.
And Jerome, if anyone says “You are just a
freshman,” don’t listen to them because
someday you will be a success and they will
still be here.
Sophia Spadavecchia
Freshman, Biology

Assigning Concert Blame
Dear Editor,
I was appalled when I read your edito
rial on why the Goo Goo Dolls concert was
cancelled. You blamed the MSU students
for not participating in a great concert be
cause they were too busy complaining that
there was nothing to do. I think the main
reason that no one bought tickets to the con-

cert was because of poor advertising. I am
a senior at MSU and have classes in the Stu
dent Center, Dickson Hall, Calcia Hall and
College Hall. I am on campus five days a
week and I heard nothing about the concert
until it was cancelled.
Scott Gerenstein

Food Services Should Cater to
Students’ D ifferent Schedules
Dear Editor,
My problem is with the meal system
here. Basically, two parts - dining hall hours
and meal plans. These are both run without
logic.
After talking to a number of MSU stu
dents I’ve found that all of them agree that
the dining halls should be open at least from
7 a.m. to 7 p.m. This would make sense
because all kinds of students have all kinds
of schedules. With the way the hours are
now, the student has to almost make his or
her schedule in accordance with the dining
halls hours. It should be that the dining halls
are more flexible for the student’s sched
ule.
The second complaint I have is about
the meal plans. Namely, the meal plans that
give the student a set number of meals per
week. I have the 19 meals per week plan.
One week, on a Monday, I went out with
some friends to the Six Brothers Diner for
dinner. This means I had an extra meal to
use later on in the week at my discretion, or
at least that’s what it should mean.
However, later in the week I had an early

dinner around 4:45 p.m. At 6 p.m. that same
night my friends invited me to join them for
dinner at Blanton, and naturally I accepted.
But when the lady at the register swiped my
I-card, I discovered that I wasn’t allowed to
use up that extra meal I hadn’t used earlier
in the week.
“Why not?” I asked the lady. She told
me that you’re only allowed to swipe your
card once inside the set hours. Basically
what she said is that if you pay for 19 meals
a week you have to eat when they tell you
to eat, and if you miss a meal it’s your fault.
Can someone explain to me the logic in
that? Who’s paying for the meals here?
Since I’m paying for my meals and I don’t
use one earlier in the week, why can’t it be
used later in the week? Or even better, why
can’t I use one of my meals on a friend or a
family member who’s visiting? That would
make sense, and anyone’s who’s been a stu
dent here for longer than two months knows
that MSU doesn’t really work with logic.
Jason T. Newman,
Freshman, Undeclared
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The Student Voice o f M on tclair State U niversity Since 1928

New Jersey’s Original
Alternative Music Station

R e c r u it m e n t D a y
Thursday, November 18,1999
3 pm - 8 pm
Student Center Annex 113
Pizza and beverages
will be served at 5:00 pm.
Take this opportunity to meet students
from two o f M S U s hardest-working organizations
an d fin d out how YO U can get involved!
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ThjE B U L L Y PULPIT Jack Daniels Episode Three
A Long Way Down
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M ission To Atlanta:
A Student’s Journal
By Chris Finegan

title listed as “Director of Butt-Licking” in
his section. This was purely for the editor’s
amusem ent, and was inserted into his
section’s rough draft. The title was to be
Editor's Note: What you are about to deleted for the final version that became
read is nothing more than a work o f fiction. printed. The only problem was that it was
Any similarities to people, places, or objects not deleted, and the next day, thousands of
are strictly coincidental and not my fault. copies of the issue hit the campus. The dean,
Always brush your teeth twice a day. of course, was outraged and sued the school
Please watch the tram car. Watch the tram paper. A jury eventually threw the case out,
but not before the dean got the real punish
car, please.
ment. As it turns out, butt-licking in the state
Am I dreaming? Was this place for real? of Virginia is considered sodomy and, be
Or was it just those damn raccoons playing cause of antiquated laws, is illegal. Police
tricks on me again? I swear, those nasty actually approached the dean at home with
critters got into my garbage again the other a copy o f the newspaper in hand to “ask him
night and threw it all over the road. One of some questions. ” So I learned my lesson.
these days. I’m just going to blow them Don’t get a dean charged with sodomy. They
away. Actually, no,
might not like it.
I don’t want them
Another ses
dead, I just want a
sion I attended
b.b. gun so I can
was titled,^.“Is
shoot them in the
Just Being Funny
butt. That’ll learn
Enough?” The
them good.
answer here was
Where was, I?
a resounding
Oh, yeah, was I
“NO!” Accord
dreaming? Or was
ing to these
this really AT
people, my job
LANTA! Home of
title commands
Ted Turner, CNN,
me to be relevant,
and the Braves?
witty, satirical,
The very same At
and a layout/adlanta Braves who
vertising genius.
got SW EPT BY
I’m not. I’d settle
THE
WORLD
for “funny” or, at
CHAMPION YAN
the very least,
KEES?
GO
“m ildly am us
C H R I S F I N E G A N / W H A T D O E S T H IS B U T T O N D O A G A I N ?
BOMBERS!
ing.”
Those
WOO-HOO! YAN
This was me when 1 woke up. That’s the last people annoyed
KEES WON THE
me. I directed
time I ’l l eat a whole pound o f provolone
WORLD
SE
them north to Vir
before bed!
RIES!!! YAY!
ginia, to the Di
Ahem. It was
rector o f ButtAtlanta, all right.
Licking’s office.
1 was there on a super top-secret recon
One thing I should point out is that some
naissance mission for The Montclarion. I people think I stayed in the lap of luxury in
was to meet at Checkpoint Bravo for my the Westin Peachtree Plaza. That’s not the
assignment, and before the mission was case. The “real editors” at least got a hotel.
over, I knew I would be in the arms of a I got a mud hut manned by cannibals named
beautiful woman.
Meetu and Ubi. Every time I closed my
Okay, that’s not true, except for that last eyes, one of them would bite my ear. They
part. I wasn’t really an agent hired to kill kept denying it, of course, telling me that it
someone and save the planet. There was no was a bat, but I knew the real truth. Bats
recon mission. But the beautiful woman was usually don’t attack people, and they cer
my girlfriend. Fortunately, I didn’t have to tainly don’t attempt to wrap people in alu
escape an underground lair to impress her. minum foil and slow-roast them.
Man, I’ve gotta stop playing Goldeneye.
Damn raccoons.
The REAL reason I was there was be
Another thing that bothered me - and for
cause I felt the need to be a good editor, and the life of me, I don’t know how people in
Atlanta just happened to be hosting a col Atlanta deal with this - there are 32 streets
lege journalism convention. What blew my in Atlanta named “Peachtree.” 32! I had no
mind was that at this “journalism” confer idea where I was going. Getting directions
ence, there were several round table discus was like talking to the Smurfs.
sions and in-depth analyses of satire, humor,
and April Fools’ issues. My baser instincts
Me: Excuse me, where is the Atlanta
beckoned. Hey, you can lead a horse to Underground?
water...
Atlantan: Well, you take Smurf Street to
The first such discussion I attended was Smurf Road, around Smurf Circle, and
called - and I am not making this up - “How you’ll come to Smurf Terrace. After a mile,
Far Can You Go?” Apparently, some stu make a right onto Smurf Boulevard, and just
dent journalists out there are even crazier before you hit Smurf Avenue, you’ll see the
than I am. One newspaper “interviewed” intersection of Smurf and Smurf. It’s right
Jesus. In another, I saw an ad for “Slamma there, you can’t miss it.
Nutha Lambda,” a cattle company adver
Me: Thanks, I guess. Say, you haven’t,
tising sheep and goat rentals to Greeks (YES, by chance, met my friends Meetu and Ubi,
IT WAS FAKE!).
have you?
But my favorite example from this ses
sion happened at a school in Virginia. It
seems that one of the editors, who was not
Continued on p. 21
very fond of a particular dean, had the dean’s
I'll do anything to get out o f New Jersey.

By Vanessa Benfatto

brushed fully against her. Like a good natured pervert, I tried to press my advantage
by lunging oh-so-nonchalantly for a boob
or two. Of course I succeeded - God, I was
I’ll bring you up to date.
scoring big time!
Somehow, I had managed to legally
So, naturally one thing lead to
make it in to the dressing room without be another...she giggled and sighed - and asked
ing terminated. There are some places that me where the dressing room was.
JC Penney’s hidden eyes just cannot follow.
I was sitting outside the dressing rooms,
Like, say, in a clothes rack.
practicing forms of flirtation. I realized I was
I had helpfully divested my customer/ a little rough, and I needed practice. (I don’t
easy pickin’ of any outer layer of clothing care what guy says they’re used to rejec
tion - it’s blimey, a pure tale
that might have made her
of the little people.
warmer than I would. (Be
lieve you me, mamas I can get
If you believe us when
<(T
your blood boiling. I-I-I-I-II never
we say that, you’ll also be
lieve Bill Clinton was a celi
I!) And I enthusiastically
thought I
bate monk in a past life. Just
chose out some of the more
would find the
primitive outfits to wear in her
watch all of a guy’s chest
boudoir. One particular black
hair fall off when he says that
Muppets
and red, silky, lacy, and frothy
.) That was when Fanny
attractive... until called me in.
concoction flowed so long that
I just happened to, well, (I sup
I eagerly launched my
the other night!
pose my “wells” mean I’m at
self into the dressing room,
tem pting sheepishness but
hoping against hope that she
‘frankly it’s pride.) “acciden
was butt naked. But then of
tally,” trip on it.
Fanny course that would mean she
that’s the delightful name of
wasn’t a challenge - but then,
----------------- «
my easygoing customer - was
wait a m inute. I was a
right there so I fell directly on top of her young, lustful, and impatient man. Did I
taking down the whole rack of clothing. want a mystery or challenge?
Fanny and her luscious round fanny, fell
Nope.
with me.
I entered the dressing rooms as if in
“Oh I’m sooo sorry.” I had said as I
I f you keep making that face, it 'll stay like that.

Continued on p. 22

The Horoscope Never Lies
J K O R 0 Q (Oct. 2 3 . to Nov. 21): T ic stars iodicate that
it Motild be better if goO locked goUr doors aod staged
bed the rest o f the week,

ii)

t o ’ll Uoderstaod Whg later oi)

wheo those aogrg, sigo-wieldiog protestors bombard gour
house w ith tomatoes aod rotten eggs.

3 ^ I T T A S l l J $ (NoV. 2 2 to J)ec. 22 ): 'KoU are ol/ercoroe
bg a medical condition called “ brain fog” this week.
causes gou to have limited o r oo attention spao,

do

It

abilitg

to reason or think, aod 00 cocrgg to get out o f bed.
j$ ta g home aod cat ice cream.

C A £ f([(D R N

Isn’t illoess wonderful?

2 3 to Jao. 2 0 ): Q o gou walk aod

chew gum at the same time?

Q o gou pat gour head aod

rub gour stomach at the same time?
am I hoidiog up?

(gpgratuiatioos!

H ow maog fiogers
t o have qualified to

paiot, baggg d o th io g giant shoes, aod a raiobow-striped
afro,

to

others.

are thco thrown into a VW~ §eetle with 3 0

A [l gou can thick as the car races to the ceotcr

rio g is, “ Flao, that partg last eight was awesome!"

be a cootestaot oo Wheel o f FortUoe!

(ja o . 21 to Feb. 19): Time fo r iotermissioo.

O t N O M n . 2 2 to Jut. 2 2 ):

C A R E Waotcd,

O T W O T c a rnooi JuflL M L

7 ■ II p.m., wcekdag eights.

K !2 3 F 1 Y 3 F L F !

gears old, oot pottg-traioed, curses like a sailor; enjogs

Okag.

Now back to being serious,

'(our luckg cumbers are §, 7, 9 , aod 98.

This week, gou

20): t o r dream o f appeariog

oo T V is realized this week.

A

4 a.m. oo ThUrsdag

moroiog, god Will compete before the entire coUotrg io the
World Foosball ToUroament oo

^ a c tlg 3 2

people Will be Watchiog

f lfiO

(%

please watch mg precious little

aogel so I cao go to bars aod get lit up.

will win the Irish 3 Wccpstakes.

T J 5 C C 3 (ftb . 2 0 to %

settiog carpets oo fire,

Uorulg little moostci; 4

21 to JLpn 19): Nothing is wroog with

(Jut 2 3 to A u g - 2 2 ): t o are faced with a
dilemma wheo god are sold watcrcd-dowo booze. J)o goo
driok it - it’s still booze - or raise a ruckus? J)llH[
Rjise a ruckus! to mag get tossed through a wiodow,
but at least gou cao walk awag with gour digoitg.

[IO

V IR gO (A u g 2 3 to > p . 2 2 ): J )o o ’t make us call the

expressiog gour dissatisfaction. Ju s t be careful how gou

police.

go about it.

that

Remember what huppeoed wheo goo hopped

5 5 5 -9 2 9 2 .

A

We’re asking is that gou please stop doiog

at gour desk.

Use the bathroom if goo have to -

oo gour boss’ desk, dropped goUr pacts, aod let ooe io

that’s Where the sioks aod toilet paper cao UsUallg be

his face? D id o ’t go oVcr quite like gou plaooed, huh?

foUod.

TAURJJ3 (Aj>c 20 to Flag 20): This week, Taurus
gets reallg drunk. lhat’s it. What, Were gou expecting
somethiog else? I thick that’s a good horoscope, t o ’re
druok. to should be happg

i!$ R A (5 c |> - 2 3 to Oct. 2 2 ): t o

( T f lL N l (Flag 21 to Juo. 21): t o

w ill wake up io face

(gme back Wheo goU’ re done.

fio d a mgstcrious

package oo gour doorstep. T O N ’T O R F N I T !
a bomb, but it is worse.

IT T

A

It’s oot

F1 A Q N T 0 3 H

(DWERL rrvuDTO w im W
3TEKLWJ0UIL KuN F0AYOuAl!FE
DOC WHILEYOUCAN!
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TH O SE D A M N R A C C O O N S!
(A tlan ta P a rt II)
CONTIUNED FROM R 20

The only difference was that the
Atlantans said “Peachtree,” not “Smurf.” If
they had said “Smurf,” I think I would have
rolled them up into carpets and tossed them
off Peachtree bridge.
Still, I got a lot out of the conference. I
met a lot of interesting people from around
the country who faced the same trials I did.
They too had to deal with deadlines, crazed
computers, hostile criticism, and cannibals
attempting to slow-roast them. It’s nice to
know that I wasn’t the only editor of a
weekly humor section in a college paper. I
can think of at least seven or eight more.
Well, okay, ONE guy with several heads.

But I liked them all. Except for the one that
spoke Latin. That was the hardest head I
had to deal with. And not only that, I learned
that so long as I take pride in my work and
refuse to quit, even though the hour is late, I
can be a pretty damn good editor. How about
that. I CAN learn!
Then raccoons ate my luggage. I don’t
believe it! They ate the towels and the cur
tains I stole from the four-star, room-service
included luxury spa! Those things would
have gotten me thousands on the black mar
ket! Still, it’s not like I could have found
the black market anyway. It’s on Peachtree
Way somewhere...

I ’l l neverforget the way M eetu and Ubi allowed me into their home... even i f they were
trying to get me into their oven.
“ T T ------- -

In

Dieter
Schtihlgirder,
Professional
Body-Builder

D ilb e r t
b y S c o t t A dam s
I THINK. WE ALL
AGREE TH A T MORALE
IS HIGHER WHEN
JUDY IS N 'T HERE.

THE ATTENDANCE
AWARD GOES TO
JUDY FOR MISSING
THE MOST DAYS.

WE TOOK TURNS
COUGHING ON
THE CERTIFICATE.

I NEED TO 1
GO BACK TO
MY CUBICLE
NOW.

DO YOU M IND IF
I PRETEND TO LIKE
YOU? I HEAR I T
INCREASES PRODUC
T IV IT Y .

50, WHAT'S
ON YOUR
L IT T L E M IN D ?

I'LL COME AROUND
THE DESK SO I T
APPEARS TH A T I
CONSIDER YOU
^AN EQUAL.

Humour™Section: Body Building must be very difficult and demanding
on your body. What’s your diet like?
Dieter Schtilgirder: I eat a Volkswagen for breakfast. Lunch is a
hippopotamus with a garden salad, and for dinner, I gnaw on the side o f a
mountain. Plus, I have a SlimFast for a snack.
HrMS: What made you choose body building over other careers, like, for
example, ballet?
DS: I tried my hand at ballet, but I kept throwing dancers through the roof.
I once crushed a girl in my bare hand. She was way too skinny - like that
Ally McBeal girl. She had that disease, annakarenina, I think it’s called.
H™S: What is your greatest accomplishment?
DS: My pinky toe is the size of a canned ham.
H™S: Where do you see yourself in five to 10 years?
DS: I once threw a sofa so high into the air that it never came down. I’d
like to see it return to earth eventually. I miss it. I like that sofa.
H™S: People think of body builders as brainless, muscle-bound oafs.
How do you answer your critics?
DS: I’m not very good at expressing myself, so I break them in half by
smacking them against a tree.
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Jack D a n iels E pisode Three P a rt Two
( Um , th at m akes sen se , right?)
Continued from p. 20
some Victoria's Secret’s fantasy come true.
A paraphrased nursery rhyme kept repeat
ing itself in my mind. "Two big boobies,
see how they wiggle .. .Two big breasteses
. . .see how they bounce...Two gigantic
mounds watch how they slope...”
Baby, I was obsessed with her body. She
was shaped like an hourglass, leer leer - how
could 1 not be? Usually I’m not a superfi
cial jerk or purely physical - only when I’m
sexually driven. Only for the next....well
forty years of my life will I be obsessed.
No I don’t think I could make it that
long...oh, shucks, maybe in my next life I’ll
be a celibate monk?
I was mentally singing some Pointer
Sister’s song. “I’m so excited and I just can’t
hide it...I know, I know, I know, I know I
know I want to .. .1 want to,” when I heard a
dreaded call.
“Nerkin?”
Great, even better than the most heinous
of co-workers, it was bulldog himself one
said, Karl Noogey.
I inwardly groaned. Now, was not the

o
ACROSS
1 Smash
letters
4 _-de-lance
7 Valhalla
villain
11 Ruined
16 Greenish
yellow
16 Make like
19 Fathered a
toal
20 Navy builder
21 Film
directed by
George
Cukor
23 Opera by
George
Gershwin
25 “Aida"
composer
26 Entire range
28 Turn about
29 Congeal
30 Always
32 Art deco
designer
34 “__Lee"
(•59 hit)
37 Engineering
feat by
George
Goethals
40 Scent
41 Petty or
Poston
42 Funnyman
Philips
43 Cry of
concern
46 Nightingale
prop
49 Tune

s

time to beat him into a bloody pulp...I
thought I might actually“Jack?”
My mouth dropped open. Fanny had
come out in..in...in. No words, except male
swoon, could sufficiently express my pas
sion at that moment.
“Well,” the weasel snorted, “I was won
dering what you were doing in the ladies
dressing room. . . ” He shifted himself.
She was gonna spill out! She left abso
lutely nothing for the imagination which
was. . . absolutely. .. wonderful.
“Do you think it’s too prudish?”

Tobecontinued...
Editor's Note: My friend mentioned this to me,
and l think it's a wonderful idea. Instead o f
newspapers, why not Nf’w jpinatas? Think
about it! What better way to get your news
than by whacking a large grinning bull or
parrot with a baseball bat? When broken
open, the news ju st spills out! FUN FUN
FUN!

w o r

52 Strait
99 Eat in the DOWN
66 TV's “Family
evening
1 Eastern
■
100 Rock's
European
58 Folklore
David
2 Take a taxi
figure
3 Actor Sharif
Lee__
59 Active types 102 Role
4 Remote
60 '68 Bee
played by
5 Bit of wit
Gees hit
George
6 Melodious
62 Spanish
Clooney
McEntire
shout
108 Bayreuth's
7 Ray of
63 Sheltered,
locale
"GoodFellas"
at sea
111 Scandinavian 8 Rink legend
65 Tiers
seaport
9 Beer barrels
67 Producer
112 Drench
10 Pastoral
Prince
113 West
poems
68 Fiber
ender?
11 The
source
114 Swenson of
Burning
69 Novel by
"Benson"
('84 film)
George
116 Data
12 Research
Orwell
118 Kinshasa's
site
73 Song by
country
13 Corpulent
George
122 Play by
14 North Sea
Harrison
George
feeder
76 Lonely fish?
Bernard
15 Heron’s
77 Max _
Shaw
home
Sydow
126 Comic
17 German
78 Bailiwick
strip
port
80 Hautboy
by George
19 Rebuff
Herriman
81 Sapporo
20 "Slammln'
sash
128 Wagner
Sam’
82 Gaggle gals
heroine
22 Parvati's
84 The
129 Designer
spouse
Perry
Creation"
24 Mustangs
composer 130 Sundown,
and Pintos
86 Writer
to Shelley
2 7 " _ culpa"
Runyon
131 Splinter
31 Part of
90 Tongues of
group
EMT
fire
132 Heavy
33 Panache
92 Sign a check
blows
35 Drives and
94 Bronze
133 "Sad
drives?
feature
('79 hit)
36 * _ Spee"
95 Paradise
134 Wily
37 Use a ewer
96 Role for Uz 135 ‘I told you
38 Snowballs,
97 Wonderment
sol"
sometimes

39 Designer
82 Doge city?
Chanel
83 Chemical
41 Explosive
ending
initials
85 Bargain
44 Author
87 Pine for
Wallace
86 Burden
45 Honolulu
89 Short
hello
snooze
47 Native New 91 TV tycoon
Zealander
Griffin
48 Damascus
93 Extinct bird
dish
94 Cuban
50 Censure
currency
51 Grasso or
96 Audrey
Wilcox
Meadows’
53 Munich
birthplace
mister
96 Spendthrift
54 Luncheonette 101 Clan
lure
103 Egyptian
55 Australian st
deity
56 Wing it
104 Arm bones
57 Descartes 105 Political
or Levesque
abbr.
59 Crusoe's
106 Make fun of
creator
107 Approves
61 Boca__, FL 108 Reckless
64 Sprites
109 Type of pear
66 Vow
110 Think alike
68 It's heard in 113 Send out
115 With skill
a herd
69 Beginning 117 Luau
on
instruments
70 Clavell’s " _ 119 Turner and
Pappas
House’
71 Ancient epic 120 Marathon
121 Kitchen
72 Photog
rapher
addition?
Adams
123 Vintage
74 Robert of 124 Sts.
‘Airplaner 125 Barley
75 Fountain
beverage
order
127__which
79 Sweater
way (care
letter
lessly)

www.offthemark.com
One of the changes in Humour™
between last semester and the present
was the acquisition of a new cartoon,
Mark Parisi’s “Off The Mark.” We
placed the order in early August and
we haven’t had any regrets or
letdowns. In our collective opinion,
it’s the funniest cartoon we’ve seen since “The Far
Side” and “Calvin And Hobbes” disappeared.
www.offthemark.com is the strip’s official website and
it allows the browser to see Parisi’s older cartoons.
The site is updated frequently and the material is
howlingly funny. So, here at Humour,™
www.offthemark.com is the website of the month for
November. If you can’t get enough in The
Montclarion, this site is what you crave.
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The BCW’s Newest Wrestler, Mr. Spastic, Speaks To Chris Finegan About Body Slams, Choke Holds, And Dating In The 1990’s
By C h ris F in eg an __________________________

Tell her that her rump's as big as the Queen's!

The newest fa c e in BCW, Bloody
Chainsaw Wrestling, is local, home grown
hero Abraham "Mr. Spastic" Heppenflekker,
a 5 ’8, ” 150pound success story. Mr. Spas
tic has made a name for himself already as
a warrior who will not back down. His sig-

"From the broccoli, I draw my strength.
GRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR!"
nature move, the “Juice Machine, ” has rap
idly become the bane o f his opponents, and
a title belt is surely within his reach. The
Humour™ Section caught up with him at his
mother’s house in Upper Montclair.

hair caught, then, once the bronzer lit up,
the match was mine.
• H™S: Is that how you defeat your en
emies? With illegal weapons^
Mr. S: Not all the time. Sometimes a
hit man does my dirty work. I usually rely
on Jimmy the Orange, but Vito Babagatz
fills in well in a pinch.
H™S: Right. Anyway, what first inter
ested you in wrestling?
Mr. S: I liked the idea of two grown men
beating the stuffings out of each other. And
I was also a wrestler in a previous life.
H™S: Really?
Mr. S: Oh, yeah, and I’m not the only
one, either. Big Ralph Gluteus was, too. He
was Hulk Hogan and I was Napoleon
Bonaparte. Sacre bleu!
H™S: Okay, I hate to burst your bubble,
but two things. First, Hulk Hogan is still
alive, so your friend couldn’t have been him
in a previous life. Second, Napoleon
Bonaparte was not a wrestler. He was a fivefoot-tall French emperor and general. Even
if he was a wrestler, he would have been
squashed with one drop kick from a guy like
The Scowling Swede.
M r. S: “You silly English pig-dogs!
Your mother was a hamster and your father
smelt of elderberries!”
H™S: Moving right along...
Mr. S: I said that at Waterloo.
H™S: I’m sure you didn’t. That’s from
Monty Python and the Holy Grail. What
sorts of exercises do you do to keep in
shape?
Mr. S: I drink a half gallon of coffee each
morning and run in a circle for four hours
straight. Then I start throwing things. That’s
usually when the nurse gives me medicine
and straps me into the chair so I can watch
my TV.
H™S: The nurse?
Mr. S: Her name’s Veronica. She smells
like flowers. She gets irate when I throw
things. She says I need counseling. I hate
her.
H™S: Uh...
Mr. S: This one time I hit Billy Gorilla
with a Flying TV Head Smash. I got a time
out for that. I hate her.
H™S: Has it ever occurred to you that
you aren’t really a wrestler, but, rather, a
mental patient?
Mr. S: Please, we prefer to be called the
“Sanity-Challenged.”
H™S: Wait, who am I kidding, you’re
no wrestler. My grandmother could kick
your butt. Now you’ve asked for it. Do
you shave your legs and back hair or does
someone else?
Mr. S: For a quarter, Mr. Schecky down
the hall gives me a sponge bath. Shave and

Humour™ Section: For the readers
who aren’t aware, would you please explain
how it is that you can pull off a victory
against the bigger guys like The Slobbering
Oaf or ‘Roid Boy?
Mr. Spastic: Well, it’s all a matter of
weight ratios. Take The Slobbering Oaf.
Now this bastard had already slapped me
around the ring like a redheaded stepchild
when I decided not to take it anymore. I
smacked in his fat face two or three times just to stun him - and that’s when I put the
smack down. I grabbed his arm and tossed
him into the ropes. When he came back at
me, I levelled him with a sledge hammer.
H ^ S : Oh, you have a move called “the
sledge hammer?”
Mr. S: No, just a Home
Depot Special. $9.99 on
sale, right to the face.
H™S: Isn’t that con
sidered illegal?
Mr. S: You sound like
those whiny, knee-jerk lib
erals. It’s illegal if you get
caught. Now against ‘Roid
Boy, my plan was simple.
I was going to wait until he
thought he had me, then I
would make my move.
And he thought he had a
sure pin. He started into
his finishing move, the
Roid Rage, and he started
running back and forth
against the ropes, foaming
at the mouth like a rabid
wolf. I torched his punk
ass.
H1MS: How did you get
out of that one?
IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION
Mr. S: B low torch.
Using Dino and an Autobot Transformer, Mr. Spastic
Duh! I torched him,- re
member? First, just his
demonstrates his finishing move, “The Juice Machine. ’

Busta Nutz ripped my dog collar, and
Sweaty Steve tore off my overalls. I was
a haircut, two bits!
H™S: Do you enjoy when oily men humiliated when he did that, but I learned
that no one wants to see what’s under my
throw themselves at you?
Mr. S: Well, I hate it when The Slobber leopard-skin Speedos. This way, I figure
ing Oaf does his Mega-Belly-Flop. He does they won’t rip anything else.
HTMS: What would you like
weigh 400 pounds more than I do. That
to say to the millions (and mil
leaves a mark, let me tell
lions) of Mr. Spastic fans out
you. But the worst is
when Bubba and The
there?
“Nothing
Mr. S: Believe in yourself.
Bizznitch tag team me.
They both grab a leg, start
Work
hard, give it your best shot,
teaches you
humping, and that just
and you, too, can be a champion.
how to fight
isn’t my thing.
H™S: Okay, I’m lying. You
H™S: Why dp you
don’t have millions of fans. The
better than
wear a tiny bathing suit
only person who constantly
hard time in a
watches you wrestle is that old
that clearly tells the en
Turkish prison.
guy over there with the six-foot
tire world your religion?
Mr. S: I’m comfort
beard and the lazy eye.
able with my body, and I
Old Guy: I'm Big Ralph Glu
like to flaunt it. Plus, I
teus!
think o f the ladies who
H™S: That explains a lot.
might be watching.
OG: I used to be Hulk Hogan
H™S: And you want
in a previous life! I can see
to scare them away because girls have coo through time!
ties, right?
Mr. S: Say your prayers, Big Ralph! You
Mr. S: Yeah, how’d you know?
crushed my fez and now you’re gonna pay!
H™S: It figures.
Nurse Veronica: Okay, boys. You’ve
Mr. S: Well, when I first broke into the had your fun! Now it’s nap time!
biz, I used to wear a dog collar, a pair of
H™S: Mr. Spastic. Is he a wrestler in
overalls, and a fez. Big Ralph Gluteus butt- the BCW? Or just a common backyard
slammed my head and crushed my fez. looney? Does it matter? Chris Finegan,
signing off.

------M
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C lassifieds
For an interview, call Kim Gallagher at
(973)746-6496.____________________________

• S ervices •
The Debt Payment Club can pay your
debts and you don’t have to pay us
back ever! Send S A S E to DPC-6187,
PO B 4556, Valley Village, C A 91 61 7 .

• H elp W anted *
Sales asso ciates for new nutrition
kiosks at Willowbrook and Garden
State Plaza malls. Responsible, well
spoken, friendly. Do you like helping
people? (201)556-1598._______________
Toy demonstrators for new sports toy.
X-mas positions available at
Willowbrook and Param us Park malls.
Are you good with kids? (201 )5561598.
Car and truck rental company in
Fairfield se ek s part time help. Flexible
hours. Pay is $10/hr to start. Call
(973)882-0310 W eekdays 7a.m . to 6
p.m.__________________________________________

• C hild C are W anted •
Reliable, energetic caregiver needed
for 25 mos. old boy in Upper
Montclair. Hrs. T-Th, 4-7p.m.
References required, and valid
driver’s liscense. 1.5 miles from MSU.
Call (973)509-2232.______________________
Childcare: Two boys 12 and 7
between 2:30 and 7:30. Schedule will
vary. Must have liscense + own car to
transport kids to activities, som e lite
dinner prepararion. Call (973)7440113.
Babysitter wanted for my 4yr. old
Needed w eekdays 4p.m. to 6p.m. and
som e evenings. $10 an hour plus gas.

Child care provider wanted for Glen
Ridge family with children ag es 7 and
11. Afternoons and occasional
evening coverage needed.
References and clean driving record
required. Generous salary. Call
(973)566-6076.___________________________
Childcare. W e’re looking for someone
fun and kind to take care of our 4 and
6 year olds, afternoons a week from
2:30 to 6:30. Occasional evenings a
plus. No driving; House is short walk
from MSU. P lease call (973)746-6276.
Babysitter needed for Montclair family.
Own transportation, references,
previous experience with babies/small
children required. Will work around
your schedule. W age negotiable.
P lea se call (973)744-1109.______________

I &

House to share: N utley- 2 rms w/
private bath, $725 including all
utilities. Century 21 Gold Key Realty,
a sk for Kim, (973)-744-6633.

• H ousing *

Room to rent: Upper Montclair- Ig rm
available including utilities, $550 or sm
rm for $350. Century 21 Gold Key
Realty, ask for Kim, (973)744-6633.

Private or double room for females.
Available in December. A cross street
from cam pus, utilities included, ea sy

j Snowboard
iS

Rooms. “On Cam pus” Three-minute
walking distance. $60/wk for female &
$75 for male sharing. Utilities
included. Upper Montclair, (nice &
quiet area) Available 12/20, 2/1. Call
(973)655-7519 or (973)783-1678
(leave m essage).__________________________

G o Direct! W e’re the Amazon.com of
Spring Break! #1 Internet based
company offering wholesale pricing by
eliminating middlemen! W e have other
companies begging for mercy! All
destinations, Guarenteed lowest price!
1-800-367-1252.
www.springbreak.com.____________________

• V acationing •
^

parking, phone line available.
Reasonable rates. Call for information.
(973)778-1594, or leave your number.

Spring Break 2000 with S T S Join
America’s #1 student tour operator to
Jam aica, Mexico, Baham as. Cruises
and Florida. Now Hiring on-campus
reps. Call 1-800-648-4849 or visit us
online @ www.ststravel.com.

from

$239

GMAT

Wintcrbrcak 2000'

Mont Sutton, Canada
♦ ♦ 5 DA Y U FT TICKET
♦ ♦ 5 NIGHTS LODGING
♦ ♦ 5 NIGHTS PARTIES

55 H o r n , B a lk la U fla from lite condos
23 Black Diamonds, Happy Hour every Day.

X

1 -800-848-9545
SPRING BREAK 2000
Free Trips, Free Drinks, Free Meals
Jamaica, Cancún, Florida, Barbados, Bahamas
Book now for Free Meals & 2 Free Trips
Book by December 17th for Lowest Rates

1-800-426-7710
w w w .sunsplashtours.com

VI

!

MSU Students, Faculty, and Alumni Receive
$50 Off Of Any Course Held On Campus!
Personal A ttention • G uaranteed R esults

(800) 2 REVIEW
info, njareview.com

IN T R O D U C T IO N T O T H E LAW
New Jersey’s only private law school
-

SETO N H ALL UNIVERSITY
S C H O O L OF LAW
invites you to experience a real law school class at our

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, N ovem ber 13 • 9:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
m h n r h v

C o u rs e s a re O ffe re d

in :

v'*‘"VA. \

*\ %

• C o n s t it u t io n a l L a w

• H e a lt h & P o lic y L a w

• M oot C o u rt

• C r im i n a l L a w

• In te lle c tu a l P r o p e r t y L a w

• P ro p e rty Law

• E n t e r t a in m e n t L a w

• In te rn a t io n a l L a w

• P u b lic In t e r e s t L a w

• E n v ir o n m e n t a l L a w

• J u r is p r u d e n c e

• T r ia l A d v o c a c y

Preregistration is required. Contact the Office o f Admissions.
Register online at www.shu.edu/law
Phone:(973)642-8747 «Toll-Free:(888) 413-7271 • e-mail:admitme@shu.edu

Seton Hall School of Law • One Newark Center • Newark, New Jersey 07102
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The Eighth

FOOD DRIVE
November 15 - 19, 1999
The Campus Ministry (Interfaith) Council in cooperation with The Greek Council and the S.G.A. are again
sponsoring a food drive for Thanksgiving. The food will be distributed through MEND (Meeting Emergency
Needs with Dignity) an anti-hunger network serving Essex County for over 16 years.

When was the last time you missed dinner?

Donations boxes will be at the
following locations from
N ovem ber 1 5 - 1 9 .

Your neighbor is h u n g ry !
Suggested Menus:
BREAKFAST
Pow dered milk
cereal, cold or hot
C anned Fruit
Fruit Juices

LUNCH
Soup
One-Can Meals
Peanut Butter
Pudding, Jello
Jelly

DINNER
.
O P T IO N S
Canned Stew
Baby Food, S ugar
Pasta products
Flour, coffee
Rice
Canned Tuna, meats Tea, P ancake Mix
Canned Vegetables
j

Blanton Hall
Bohn Hall
Chapin Hall
Clove Road Apts.
College Hall
D ickson Hall
Freem an Hall
M allory Hall
M orehead Hall

Panzar G ym nasium
Partridge Hall
Richardson Hall
Russ Hall
Sprague Library
Stone Hall
Student Center
Lobby
W ebster Hall

The Campus Ministry Council and The Greek Council are composed of over 45 SG A chartered organizations.

LIVE on PAY PER VIEW!

Sunday, November 14
8 p m ET / 5 p m PT

THIS EXHIBITION IS LICENSED EOR COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS AUTHORIZED BY WORLD WRESTLING FEDERATION ENTERTAINMENT, INC. ONLY. ANY UNAUTHORIZED PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE, COPYING OR USE IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED AND MAY SUBJECT THE OFFENDER TO LEGAL ACTION. ALL OTHER RIGHTS ARE EXPRESSLY RESERVED BY WORLD jg n
WRESTLING FEDERATION ENTERTAINMENT, INC.
1999 WORLD WRESTLING FEDERATION ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AIL RIGHTS RESERVED. CARD SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
Ill
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This week’s

RED HAWACTION
No action.

thursday i l
friday \ 2

No action.

Q uestion
Which former M SU women’s tennis player currently
holds the record for most»wins^and what is her record?

*Football @ Rowan, 1:30 p.m.
Wrestling, MSU Invitational
Men’s and Women’s Swimming @
Paltz, 1 p.m.

turdav i a

No action.

No action.

16
Wednesday 17
tuesday

No action.

Fred Lynn w

No action.

* - N JA C m atch

BO LD - Home game

For more information, call the R ed H aw k Sports Line: 65 5 - 7645

Co-Athlete of the Week Co-Athlete of the Week
Offensive Player
Ron Lewis

Offensive Player
E d Collins

Senior running back Ron Lewis had a net o f 182 yards, and two
touchdowns in last Saturday evening’s game against New Jersey City
University at M SU’s Sprague Field. The Red Hawks defeated the Gothic
Knights 38-17.

Sophomore quarterback Ed Collins attempted a total o f 22 passes,
completed 13 with no interceptions in a game against New Jersey City
University last Saturday evening at M SU’s Sprague Field. Collins had a
total o f 200 passing yards, with three touchdowns, and only one sack.

Red Hawk Sports

M SU Wrestling Opens
Season with Second
Annual Invitational
By Betsy C. Montanez
Staff Writer

The MSU Wrestling team will
open its season with their second
annual Invitational. A total of
seven teams will be participating
in Saturday’s tournament.
The Red Hawk wrestling team
is looking forward to regaining
their title as first place team this
weekend as well as a successful season.
The'Metropolitan Conference champi
onship team is returning with two Division
III national champions and one qualifier.
Coach Steve Strellner, who is entering
his twenty-fifth year, has coached 20 of the
25 national champions MSU has ever had.
Dominic Dellagata, a junior, has accu
mulated a 45-4 career record at MSU. He
took the Division IE title at 157 lbs. last year.

He will wrestle at 165 lbs. this year.
Florian Ghinea went on to win the Divi
sion III title as a freshman finishing the year
undefeated. His sophomore year
was less successful due to a loss in
the second round at the national
tournaments.
Of the four Division III qualifi
ers only Rami Ratel returns to
wrestle at 149 lbs. this year. Ratel,
who wrestled at 165lbs. last year
was 201bs. too light for his weight class.
Despite the major weight advantage his op
ponents had, he finished the year 18-4.
New and upcoming wrestlers are: fresh
men Brad Christie (171 lbs.) and freshman
Joe Immersi (1571bs.). Other wrestlers to
watch this weekend are Lou De Angelis (141
lbs.) and Jess Monzo (133 lbs.)
Wrestling starts at 10 a.m. in Panzer
Gymnasium.

MSU
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27

FOOTBALL
CONT. FROM P. 28
came just minutes later when he and Walsh
hooked up for another touchdown, this time
from 24 yards.
The Gothic Knights countered with a 29
yard field goal from John Santora to make
the score 21-17 with no time remaining on
the clock. The Gothic Knights wouldn’t
score again.
In the second half, the Red Hawks of
fense took over with Lewis scoring two
touchdowns on six and 14 yards runs, re
spectively. Kicker Brent Grablachoff used
his golden left foot to kick a 27 yard field
goal with a little under five minutes to go in

the game.
Collins finished the day 13-22 for 200
yards while wideout John Rodriguez caught
four balls for 79 yards. Harrison ran for 164
yards on 27 carries for the 3-6 Gothic
Knights.
MSU’s final game of the season will be
this Saturday when they will travel to
Rowan. The game is scheduled to start at
1:30 p.m.
The Red Hawks need to win this con
ference game in order to advance to the play
offs.

Wrestling

A Winter Wonderland
Freshmen lead Ice Hockey team that is beginning to turn heads
By Jason Lampa
Sta ff Writer

CHOOSING THE SIGH T
RETIREMENT COMPANY MAKES
ALL THE DIFFERENCE.
or over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has
been the leading retirement company
on America’s campuses. But experience is
just one reason why so many smart
investors trust us with their financial
future. Here sire a few more:

F

Surprisingly low expenses
TIAA-CREF’s operating costs are among
the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries.2 So more of your money
goes where it should - toward ensuring
your future.

Superior strength

Easy diversification

With over $250 billion in assets under man
agement, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest
retirement organization - and among the
most solid. It’s one of the reasons why
Morningstar says, “TIAA-CREF sets the
standard in the financial services industry."1

We offer a wide variety o f expertly
managed investment options to help build
your assets. We make it simple, too, with
stock, bond, money market, real estate,
and guaranteed options.

Solid, long-term
performance

We believe that our service distinguishes
us from every other retirement company.
In the most recent Dalbar survey,
TIAA-CREF ranks tops in participation
satisfaction.3
Call today to find out how TIAACREF can help you build the financial
future you want and deserve.

We seek out long-term opportunities that
other companies, in pursuit of quick gains,
often miss. Though past performance can’t
guarantee future results, this patient philos
ophy has proven extremely rewarding.

Unrivaled service

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the fiatare
for those who shape

1 8 0 0 8 4 2 -2 7 7 6
it,“

www.tiaa-cref.org

^Mamtngatar Variable Áanutües/Ltíe, 6/30/99, ^Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysts, 1999; and U pper Analytical Service». Inc.. U p p ^D tn tta n 'Analytical Data, 1999 (quarterly).
^DALBAR, Inc., 1997Defined Contrdmüon E xaU tna Ratings. For more complete Information, Including charges end expenses, call 1 800 842-2733, ext. 5509, for CREF and TIAA Real Estate
Account prospectuses. Read them carefully before you Invest or send money. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real
Estate Account.
8/99

After riding a train for three hours and
taking a bus from Penn Station to campus, I
was feeling a bit hostile.
Arriving at Floyd Hall Arena, these feel
ings disappeared as I sat and watched our
hockey team beat UMBC in every facet of
the game.
Many students who have only been to
a handful of hockey games in their lifetime
might be pleasantly surprised by the prod
uct that Head Coach Matt Maniscalco put
on the ice. His players are a talented group
that play aggressive yet smart.
They mix this hard-nose style with a
touch of finesse, displayed numerous times
by freshman forward Kevin Micek.
Micek played like a man among boys
on Saturday Night scoring four goals and
passing for two assists.
The scary thing about Micek is that he
is only one of nine freshman on this squad.
Along with Micek, Frank Barone and
Eddie Caldwell had terrific games. Barone
is by far the smallest man on the ice, but
instead of being a hindrance, he is an ad
vantage.
The pesky forward of Bayonne dances
on the ice with a combination of speed, agil
ity, and uncanny knack to twist his body
away from contact at just the right time.
Caldwell is an enforcer on the ice he and
made sure on Saturday night that UMBC
felt his presence.
Caldwell also put a number of mindnumbing hits on the UMBC forwards.
By the third period, Caldwell’s blows
had taken their toll on the smaller UMBC
players who only had three shots on goal.
As the final horn sounded and the play
ers were heading for the dressing room, over
20 kids under the age of 10 rushed over to
the players exit to get a closer glimpse of
their heroes.
Fans of all ages lingered for a while af
ter the game to wait for the players to ap
pear from their Iockeroom or to chat with
Maniscalo who has built such a successful
program in such a short time.
Everyone is looking forward to the Red
Hawks matches next weekend as they take
on Wagner and Rider.
This may be a surprise because before
Saturday nights game there weren’t many
big supporters of hockey.
They are a great group to watch because
you can see how much they love the game
of hockey.
If you want to understand just how big
hockey is getting around here, all you have
to is stand at the doors of the locker room
after the game.
Watch the adoration of a group of young
sters who are walking on air, screaming in
their parents ears that they just got Eddie
Caldwell’s autograph.
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O N TH E RUN: M S U ’s senior fullback Pat Walsh (# 3 6 - Parlin)
gains possession o f the ball in the second quarter o f last Saturdays
game played at M S U ’s Sprague Field. The Red Hawks defeated the
Gothic Knights 38-17.
IENN WINSKI/ MONTCLARION

Lewis Goes Out
MSU Ice Hockey Crushes
With a Bang!

Eddie Caldwell, #27, takes control o f the puck against the puck against the University o f Pennsylvania in
a defensive play in Sundays game which was yet another victoryfo r M SU , ending w ith a score o f9-1.

University of Maryland, 8-3

Senior tailback makes
lasting impression in
final home game

M icek’s fo u r goals, two assists, lead

By Jason Lampa

By Jason Lampa

Staff Writer

Ron Lewis may have saved his
best performance at Sprague Field
for last on Satur
day night in what
would be his final
regular season
home game for
MSU.
The senior
tailback from
Asbury Park ex
ploded for 182
yards on 28 car
ries with two
touchdowns, to lead the 6-1 Red
Hawks to convincing 38-17 vic
tory over New Jersey City Univer
sity.
With his 182 yards, Lewis
upped his rushing total to 1,043
yards for the season.
The Gothic Knights got on the
board first with a little under two
minutes into the game, when run
ning back Dan Harrison dashed 35
yards to paydirt, capping a four-

play 85 yard drive.
Surprisingly, the Gothic Nights
were unable to convert the extra
point, keeping the score 6-0.
The Red Hawks took the lead
later in the open
ing stanza, when
sophomore quar
terback
Ed
Collins tossed a
five yard touch
down to Pat
W alsh, m aking
the score 7-6.
The Gothic

MSU
Football

K n i g h t ’ s

H arrison gave
them a 12-7 lead early in the sec
ond quarter on a five yard run and
converted the two-point conver
sion to make the score 14-7.
Two minutes later. Collins
threw his second of three touch
down passes on the day, this one
going to wideout Rashon Moore
for 26 yards to tie things up at 1414.
Collins third touchdown pass
SEE FOOTBALL O N P. 27

Red Hawks to victory
S ta ff Writer

As the masked men danced on
the frozen landscape beneath them,
a buzz of excitement was encompassing a packed Floyd Hall
Arena. The bearers of this excite
ment, the Montclair State Menis
Hockey Team.
Behind freshman
forw ard
Kevin
Micekis four goals
and
freshm an
goaltender Jared
Waimonfs 22 saves,
the Red Hawks man
handled the Univer
sity of Maryland at
Baltimore County in
an 8-3 victory on Saturday night.
In addition to his four goals, Micek
added two assists.
The Red Hawks drew first
blood with a shade under 10 min
utes into the contest, when fresh
men forward A.J Giacobbe slipped
the puck past UMBC Justin
Marksamer. Giacobbe was as

sisted on the play by Micek and
freshman defender Lyle Guanzon.
Four minutes later, UMBC tied
the score up at one-a-piece when
center Bill Kinloch knocked the
puck past Waimon.
The Red Hawks rose to the
challenge, as Micek scored his
second goal on the night, this be
ing unassisted to tie the score at
two. Two minutes
later, and what
would be the game
winner, freshman
forw ard R ichard
Amato got into the
act, scoring on an
assists from junior
fire-plug
Frank
Barone and sopho
more forward Nick
Casbar.
UMBC got off on the right foot
in the second period with
K inlochis second goal o f the
evening, four minutes in.
With the score 3-2 in favor of
the Red H aw ks, freshm an
defenseman Eddie Caldwell gave
Waimon some breathing room

p sa
Ice Hockey

with a goal, set up by Micek and
senior defensem en Trevor
O’Donnell. Four minutes later
and leading by two, Micek scored
his second unassisted goal on the
night.
UMBC came to life with un
der two minutes to go in the sec
ond on what would become their
last attempt to salvage a game that
was slowly slipping from their
grasp. Forward Joe Federline got
one be the talented Waimon for
UMBCis third and final goal on the
night. The goal came on an assist
from Mike Rodger and Kinloch.
In the third period, MSU
scored three more times, two com
ing from the stick of Micek and
one from Casbar. UMBC’s Brian
Moscoe capped off what was an
horrendous night for his team by
getting disqualified for fighting
with a little under four minutes
remaining in the game.
The Red Hawks will be home
next weekend as they face-off
against Wagner College on Satur
day at 8:20 p.m. and Rider on Sun
day at 7:50 p.m.

